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Abstract 
The reasons for an apparent low usc of advocacy agenoes 111 Pcrth by 
Aboriginal omd Torres Strait Islander people who have a Jisability, in a 
context of high vulnerability, were investigated. A high incidence of 
disability exists amongst this group. No previous research in this area has 
been conducted. Nine Aboriginal people with disability were interviewed 
about their experiences with regard to their disabilities and any need for 
advocacy. This study used a qualitative, phenomenological approach as its 
conceptual framework, including also, a minor quantitative component. 
The quantitative component consisted of a brief survey of Perth-based 
disability advocacy agencies. It employed a semi-structured interview 
approach. This approach is a departure from the traditional, open-ended 
phenomenological method. Interviews were recorded on audio tape, 
transcribed and then analysed, using Colaizzi's phenomenological 
method. Aboriginal contact persons were used where possible to 
overcome cultural barriers and heighten the researcher's sensitivity to the 
vulnerabilities cf the participants's double disadvantages of Aboriginality 
and disability. The researcher's own disability was considered an 
advantage in gaining the participants' acceptance . The findings of this 
study include a complete absence of awareness of advocacy or advocacy 
agencies among participants. As well Aboriginal 'shyness', poverty, effects 
of long-term discrimination, powerlessness, the wider Aboriginal 
background of abuse, not having Aboriginal workers in advocacy agencies 
and tensions between Aboriginal groups were identified us barriers to 
accessing advocacy. The use of 20 'wounds', obtained fnun Social Role 
Valorization theory, confirmed the validity of the findings. Citizen 
Advocacy was found to advocate for higher numbers of Aboriginal people 
.1 
than other a~:vocc.Ky forms and this findin14 may h~;:Jd to furtlwr n·se<Hch 
on suitabll• L~dvocacy forms and adeqw1h• funding. Jmplinltions of thi~ 
study, regJrding fllnding of advoc<~cy and dt·v<'lopmt·nt of <.,uit;.lblt-
<ldvocacy models in participation with Aboriginal peoplt· arl' highlightl'd. 
The study contribull's to grt•ater understamling of lht· rt•Jsons for low 
Abtlrigindl USL' of .1dvocacy agenciL'S. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Advuc,K~· is .thou! ,1ddn•ssing till' issues of vulm·r<Jblc JWoph', yt·l 1\borigiJhll 
peopll' \\'ith dis,tbilitiL'S Sl'l'lll to !ll<lkl' low usagl' of it. This i.lSSL'rtinn wa~ in 
part nmfinHL'd by ,ll1 initial, short survey of Perth di"iability ildvocacy ag(~ncie'>. 
In this stud\' snme of the reasons for low u~age of disability advocacy agenciL's 
in Perth by Aboriginal people \.vilO have a disability \Vere examined. 
Background 
The Aboriginal population experiences particularly high rates of health-
related disabilities compared to the general population (Bostock,l991, Gething, 
1995; O'Neill, 1993; Smeaton, 1996; Wolstenholme, 1996). One would ordinarii I" 
expect that the need for advocacy would be high in this group because 
disability increases vulnerability to abuse, neglect, discrimination and i5olation 
(Cocks & Duffy, 1993; Cross & Zcni, 1993; Wolfensberger, 1992). 
The impact of the disability on the person's life, the social circumstances 
including poverty, unemployment and lack of education, the impacts of the 
disability service support system plus societal attitudes to persons with 
disability, combine to produce a heightened vulnerability to harm and 
discrimination (Cocks & Duffy, 1993). 
11 
Wlwn ~wopll' with,, disabilitv belong to any rulltJrcd min1Jrily group, it 
SL'L'lllS tlwir disadv,mt,lgt' is multiplil'd. Studivs (Jf C;m,ali,m J\bori)~in,d 
pupul,llions fur inst,l!Kt' confirm a similar pirtun·t(l tlw poc,ition of tlw 
,-\ustrali,m Abori~inal popul,ltion. Till' disc.1bility raiL' for till' adtJt Cmadian 
AborigiT1t1l population (:'r! J":,), for ins!<~ nee, is almost twice that of thc total 
C,1n.1di,m populc1tion (lh.H'!n). For Aboriginal adult<-. living on Indian fl'SCf\'l!S 
there, the disability rate is even higher at :'>3% (National Aboriginal Network on 
Disability, 1990). 
Aush·alian Aboriginal people have much higher than average rates of poverty, 
unemployment, and incarceration. In addition to these, lower life expectancy 
and lowe: Ctccess to education as well as issues of racial discrimination are part 
of contemporary Aboriginal life (Bostock,1991; Gething, Po:--'nter, Redmayne & 
Reynolds, 1994; Getl1ing, 1995; O'Neill, 1993; Smcaton, 1996, 1998; 
Wolstenholme, 1995). These factors, combined with disability in particular, 
produce a highly vulnerable situation for individuals with disability who are of 
Aboriginal descent. 
Background of the research 
The researcher's personal background is considered relevant (Rew, Bechtel 
and Sapp,1992). In his past employment as an advocacy at-';enry nH1rdinatnr in 
Pt.•rth, .md in his prl'sent roll• of convt'nor of a n;tliontll dis;tbility ctdvol'ttry 
twlwork, ,1s .1 rl'l"l'lll L'\',lluator of a major syslt•mir advnc,Ky gn H.Jjl ,u1d fl')•,ultlr 
pn•st•ntl'r of ad\'lll".K)' theory, lw has observt•d tlwl it is not obviou., that many 
Ab~wigin.1l pellple use the fl,rma[, g<lVt·rnment-funded disability adV(lC<lCY 
agencies. The researcher has personal experience of significant disability ov('r 
some 19 vears. He is not Aboriginal. 
It is essential in phenomenological research that the researcher puts aside, 
or at least makes explicit, their own assumptions and beliefs. The 
phenomenological techniques of "Epoche" and "bracketing" (Patton, 1990) 
were employed to overcome any tension between personal knowledge and 
experience and a level of objectivity. 
Definitions 
The terms 'disability', Aboriginality' and 'advocacy' are defined below. 
Disability defined 
For purposes of this study, which involves some advocacy agencies which 
receive joint Commonwealth/State funding, the Western Australian definition 
is adopted. 
Dis~1bilit~·, dl'filwd in tlw Dis.1hility Sl·rvin•s Art (1991) is i.IS follow">. 
"Dis.1bility" llll\1ns .l dis.lbility-
(a) \\'hich is attributable to an intellectur~l, psychiatric, cognitive neurol<)gical, 
sensory, or physical impztirment or a combination of those impairments; 
(b) which is permanent or likely to be permanent; 
(c) which may or may not be of a chronic or episodic nature; and 
(d) which results in-
(i) a substantially reduced capacity of the person for communication, 
social interaction, learning or mobility; and 
(ii) a need for continuing support services (Disability Services Act, 1993). 
Aboriginality defined 
As a cultural group in Australia Aborigines are commonly referred to as 
Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders. 
Tod.1_1t tlwrt.• is olfici.ll ;JCn•pt.mn· of 1\borigin.Jiity wlwn individu<d.., 
identifv tht.•mst.•lvt.•s ,ts p.1rt of tlw Ahorigilhli culturl', ,m· ol 1\boriginill dt•..,n•nt 
and ,lfL' <ll'L't.'plt.•d by· tlw Aboriginal community as bl'ing part of it. Thi'> j.., how 
Aborigin.llity is ddined for this study (Australian Bun•iJ!J of Statistics, 1YYl). 
Advocacy defined 
The definition adopted for this study is the following: 
"' 
"Advocacy is functioning (speaking, acting, writing) with minimum conflict of 
interest, on behalf of the sincerely perceived interests of a person or group, in 
order to promote, protect and defend the welfare of, and justice for, either 
individuals or groups. Advocacy strives to be emphatic and vigorous and is 
actually, or is very likely to be, costly to the advocate" (Wolfensberger, 1992). 
Types of advocacy defined 
Citizen Advocacy 
This form of advocacy facilitates advocacy-relationships between a person 
in need of advocacy (protege) and an unpaid, voluntary advocate. 
(Forster, eta!., 1997). 
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Individual Advocacy 
This form nf .1dvocacy l'mplo~'S pnid advoc;ltL'S to <lddrL'SS th(' issuvs of 
individual pl'ople with distlbilitiL'S. In addition, it mily sumdinll's fLJcilitatc 
unpaid, informal JdVLKacy. 
(Forster, et a!., 1997). 
Systems Advocacy 
This form of advocacy aims to achieve structural change of a wider nature 
within bureaucracies and the wider communitv as well as within disabilitv 
. . 
service systems. 
Like the other forms of advocacy, it is not based on complaints and is a different 
level safeguard to, for instancE', the Disability Discrimination Act 
(Forster, eta!., 1997). 
Purpose and Significance of the study 
The purpose of this study is to find the reasons for an apparent lmv use of 
advocacy agencies in Perth by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who 
have a disability, in a context of higher than average disability rates for this 
population. 
Cnlll bi rwd <.. ·nrn tllt Hl\\'t '<1 It h , 111d '-lit~ It· t ·x 1 wnd i I u n · on .1d vot·c~cy in 1\ u.., I r.ll it~ 
~l.mds .11 .1pprtl'\illhlh'l~· Sl-lt\·1 (( Hlin· nf l>i~t~bility, JIJlJ7). ( 'omp.m·d \Vith 
\VL·~!t•rn :\ustr.lli,m St,Jit' t'\JWnditure nnllw cntin· di'><lhilily o.;upporl st>rvin"-, 
S\'S tem nf S2.J7 f\ 1, ,111d Commom\'l',J]t h expend it u rt• in W esh.' rn 1\ us tral ia of 
S.t-l7M, including Dis.1bilit~· ~uppnrt PL•nsions (Rook, 1YY4), thi'-:i is V!!ry litlle. 
TherL' are no published ,Kcounts or other e\'idence of rigorous strategies being 
purSUL'd by the funding bodies or an~· of the Western Australian advocacy 
agencies to ensure ad\'tKiiCY reilches the Aboriginal population. 
In the absence of any specific ad\'ocacy, in Perth, aimed at the needs of 
Aboriginal people with a disability, it is like!~· that Aboriginal people with 
disabilities have less recourse than non-Aboriginal people with disabilities, to 
advocates who might right some wrongs or protect them from the effects of 
their heightened vulnerability. 
At least one major report on advocacy in Australia has commented on a 
lack of advocacy for Aboriginal people with disabilities (Cross and Zcni, 1993) 
and that this should be investigated. Recommendations to the then 
Commonwealth Minister for Health, Housing and Community Services by the 
Disability Advisory Council of Australia (1993), based on this report, included 
that advocacy for Aboriginal people with disability be investigated because of 
its apparent non-existence. A more recent discussion paper, supporting a 
Commonwealth Review of the Advocacy Program (Office of Disability, 1997) 
bnd~· llt' J..Jilnvll'dgt' which l\111 inlorm thl' dl'\'t•lopnwn\ ol ~uch t~d\'(1( .ll y. Tlw 
on/~· report in thl' Ml'd ut' ddvor.ll'.\' and J\horigin;J/ pl·opk <-iJWrifirally, Wil<, 
dll!1L' by· Snw.lton (19Yh). lie did not spl'rific;.l!!y <lddn·s~ till' n·asons for and 
1'1 
Most studies have investigated the rural and remote settings of Aboriginal 
communities, not the urbcm context, as in this study. The latter context is 
different, for instance because of its impact on Aboriginal culture and tradition, 
on perception of disability and because of a higher availability of services and 
advocacy. 
It is important that the apparent low usage of advocacy, by Aboriginal 
people, is confirmed and that at least some reasons for low usage arc known so 
that advocacy may be developed which does meet the specific needs of 
Aboriginal people. This needs to be known in order to understand and 
investigate what may work successfully. 
Development of any new advocacy forms or adaptations, deemed able to 
improve Aboriginal use of advocacy, by existing advocacy agencies, without 
·exploration of the issues which now stop Aboriginal people from using existing 
advocacy would possibly be harmful to Aboriginal people with a dist~bility ;md 
could be financially costly. 
Objectives of the Research 
Obiective:: f·~~.- thL• study are: 
l. To identif~· intluenCL'S and b,lrril'rs to the Usl' of disability advocacy agencies 
in Perth by Abori)!;inal peopll• with disability c:1nd their f<Jmilies. 
2. To establish an indication of use of disability advocacy ngencies in Perth by 
Aboriginal people with disability and their families from these agencies. 
3. To identify a common Aboriginal concept of 'need for advocacy'. 
4. To identify the actions Aboriginal people with disabilities and their families 
take when in need of disability advocacy. 
Research Questions 
The research questions for this study are: 
1. Which common influences or barriers to Aboriginal use of formal, funded 
disability advocacy agencies in Perth do Aboriginal people identify? 
2. What is the level of use of advocacy agencies by Aborip;inal peopiL' \Vith 
disability and their families? 
'II 
:.. Wh<.ll ,lfL' tlw l'Xpl'ril'll(l'S of J\bnriginal 1woph· with a di..,a!Jility of tlw 
imp.KtS of dis,lbitity, particul.lrly those which r.dl/or .1dvocacy? 
~I 
.t. [)o Aborigin<~l peopil' with disability, and thl!ir familil!s, rl!rognisl! a nl~t:d for 
5. What do Aboriginal people and/ or their families do when they are in need 
of advocacy? 
The findings of this research contribute to a better understanding of what 
appropriate forms of advocacy for Aboriginal people with disabilities, how 
advocacy may become more responsive and an understanding of how 
significant cultural differences in perspectives on disability and advocacy may 
be. 
In summary, no existing body of knowledge on the reasons for this low 
usage appears to exist. Yet such knowledge is required to investit:ate 
appropriate ways of providing advocacy to this group. Currently, the 
Commonwealth £under of disability advocacy is expressing a wish to do 
something in this area. This research is especially significant as it is responding 
to an identified contemporary need at a time when there is a will, and possiblv 
some resources, to do something about it. 
lssul'S of the IWL'd for ttdvnc,Ky, lwighil'!Wd vulnt'rilhility, tlw cultural 
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
l'lw purposl' for this litcr,lturl' 1 L'Vicw is: 1} to n'\'iL·w r<'"iL'tlrch and olhl'r 
re[,ltl'd [itL•t".ltUrl' on 1\bnri~ines, dis,1hility .1ml till' need (or <Jdvocacy, 2) to 
re\'il'\\' the literature on rL~I,1tcd rl'scJrch JTtethodology, ~)to critically analyse 
the reil'\',mt literature. 
This study is a descriptive, exploratory analysis in the context of a 
phenomenological framework. 
To avoid a premature closure and narrowing to what may emerge in the 
field (Bryman, 1998; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Glaser, 1978; Patton, 1990) this 
literature review COilliTil~nced tentatively at the research proposal stage in order 
to establish the need for this study. In phenomenology the literature review is 
usually completed after analysis of the data, as was the C<ISC in this study. 
A literature search has not identified any studies on the reasons for low 
usage of disability advocacy by Australian Aboriginal people. Most of the 
information is available in forms, other than research articles. Therefore 
studies and other documents related to this resc<1rch area, such as on the double 
disadvantage of Aboriginality and disability, and on need for advocacy, <tre 
used in this literature review. 
l"lw c.HISt'S lor till' rurrenl st.1tl' ollw.dth .111d disproportiontlh'ly high 
dis,\ bi I it\" 1\l h •s ol 1\ bori g i Jl, l1 !ll'tlp It· l"d nno I hl' LJ n d< 'r.sl uod i !l io.,old I ion. "IIH' \' 
.lrt' ,N.;ori.lh'd with tht•ir "Joss of l.md, loss ol cultun·, loss ol idt•ntity, los'> of 
rhildi\'11, ltlSS tlf st•lf-estt't'!ll and institulilmi.llisali<lll, disniminati<lll, is<>lati<ln, 
.1buse, \'iolenct' and murder" (Smi!llwood, White and Kotiw, FJlJ7). 
The Aboriginal Context 
.'·1 
The effects of this history are still felt today (Crawford, 19H9; Wilson, 1997). 
This painful social and political backdrop to Aboriginal experiences needs to be 
taken in~o account in research relating to Aboriginal people (Bostock, 1991a; 
O'Neill, 1993; Smallwood ct a\., 1997), ilS much as this needs to be done in 
researching disability issues generally (Ballard,1993). 
The seriousness of this broader context docs meiln that disability as an issue 
is not always seen as of great importance to Aboriginal people (Bostock, 1991; 
Gething, 1994; Gething, eta!, 1994; Gething, 1995; O'Neill, 1993). Because of 
this it may be even more pertinent for Aboriginal people with disability to have 
access to appropriate and effective advocacy. 
The contextual Aboriginal issues, other than distinctive disability issues, 
were interwoven into the lives of the participants in this study, and cannot be 
separated from the disability context. 
1\n·l'rt\·, for inst.mn•, i~ l'Xfl!'l'SSl'd in honwh•!-.'>IH''>" o~nd ..,uh..,to~ntl.u·d 
,H.YOI1lllHld.t!illll lor 1,()"., of i\hnrigin,d .tnd l'lliTl'.., '-,tr.lit hl.uHkr 11''( 1ph· in 
Austl\tli.L rlwir lllll'lllpln\'llll'lll l'<lll' in llJ9h slo()d .tt lH":,, .dmo..,t li\'1' tinw.., th(' 
n.1tion,1! r,ttL'. J'lwy ,lJ\' f.u mon· likdv to sulfer from dialwlt".,, tulwrculoo.,ic,, 
lcpros~·, rL•spil-.ttory .111d circul.ltory disorder'>. Infant mortality rah·'-> rang1· 
between~ to-t. times higher than for the whole of Australia dnd thL• Ji(c 
expectancy of Aborigines is some 17 years below the general Austral ian 
population (Brotherhood of St. Laurance, 1996). 
In Western Australia the Kimberley Aboriginal Medical Services Council 
(1997) reports an Aboriginal infant mortality rate in Broome, a popular Western 
Australian holiday playground, of three times the whole of the state figure of 10 
per 1000 live births, a mortality rate of Aboriginal children under five of 2.~ 
times the occurrence in the WA population, 3 times the risk for adults between 
15 and 30 and 4 times in the 30 to 59 age group. 
O'Neill (1993) reports an Aboriginal death rate from injury that is almost 
three times that for non-Aborigines. Alcohol abuse is responsible for a large 
proportion of these (Gray & Atkinson in O'Neill, 1993). Death mtes due to 
injury are greatest between the ages of 40-65 in Aboriginal males. These are 
mostly due to road trauma, violence and suicide and result in impairml'nts such 
as head injury, spinal cord injury and permanent injuries to limbs (0' Neill). 
Contributed to by the consequences of mental illness, Aboriginal men die at 
10.3 times the rate of non-Aborigines (Gracey & Wyatt in O'Neill, 1993). 
This pictun' is not pnljPrtL·d to gl't.my lwtll'r. l'lw Wt•'->lt•rn 1\u'->lr.!lian 
DL'p.utnwnt ol Urb,m Pl.mning .md DL'\'L•lopnwnt (JY9K) projl'ch tlw po[1UI,IIion 
ol SL'niors, for instance, in till' W !\ /\borigin.JI population to dl•rrcdc,t· from 
.t.7''.) lll tlw Aboriginal popul<ttion in 19Y-I to l.7'X, in 200h. This is in contrac.t to 
the general populntion trend where more older people Jre living longer. /\t 
the same time the entire W:·, t\boriginal population is expected to grow from 
41779 to 61041 over the same period. 
The Australian Bureau of Statistics' Ageing, Disability and Carers survey 
(1993) shows an increase in disability with increase in age for the general 
population. For the Aboriginal population however this is a-typical as at higher 
ages there are proportionally less people alive and disability occurs at higher 
than general levels throughout younger age ranges. 
Physical abuse of Aboriginal children who were removed from their 
families was found to be as high as 62.1 %. In government institutions alone 
this was as high as 30.7% of submissions made to the National Inquiry into the 
Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from Their 
Families (Wilson, 1997). 
Sexual exploitation and abuse Were common stories given in evidence to 
the Inquiry. At least one in every six (17.5%) witnesses to the Inquiry reported 
such abuse. A similar proportion (13.3%) reported sexual abuse in Western 
;\ustr.lli,t (\Vilsnn, ]tJ97). !"lw Rvp!lrt to tlw Inquiry nh·n\i!llll'd th.d tlw..,,• 
childn'n h,1d 11!1-nne to turn to for pro\ I'd ion or romlort .111d wel"l' ro~n·l\' 
bl'lil'\'l'd if till'\' discJOSl'd thl' ,lbUSl'. 
Cultural knnwledgl' and indigenous identity was lost by many of the'->t' 
'~tolen children' and resulted in alienation. Separation from familie.'> und 
institutionalisation amounted to trauma for many (Wilson, 1 YY7). 
... , 
Grief and loss are constantly present in the lives of many Aboriginal people. 
Wolstenholme (1996) reports that the pain associated with separation of 
families is still very much felt. The frequent presence of death among the 
Aboriginal population, as reported above, has a high impact, starting in teenage 
years (Gray, eta! in Wolstenholme, 1996). 
High Aboriginal incarceration rates further contribute to loss of family 
members to the prison system and sometimes even to their deaths. During 
1990-1994, Aboriginal deaths in custody was double that of Australia as a 
whole, that is 28% and 14% of all deaths in custody. One in four Aboriginal 
males aged 18- 24 enter prison and Aboriginal people are three times more 
likely than non-Aboriginal people to receive a custodial penalty (Aboriginal 
Justice Coundl, 1995). 
People with intellectual disability are over represented in the Western 
Australian prison system (Cockram, Jackson & Underwood, 1992). Aboriginal 
people \Nith inh•llectual disability could be considt·n·d nt l'Xln•nwly high risk of 
inco.m.'l'ration, duL' to tlll'ir doubll' disadvantage. 
Aboriginal children with disabilities do not normally enter school via l·arly 
lntcr\'ention Services. Their disubilities are often detected by the teaclwr. 
Many purents are not aware of their child's disability and there urc no trained 
professionals identifying people with disabilities in Aboriginal communities 
(Gething, 1994). Many of these children with disabilities do not go on to high 
school, they simply go on the pension. This is because many Aboriginal parents 
see education as pointless for their children with disabilities and don't know 
about any support services (Gething, 1994). 
Oliver's (1996) social model of disability dismisses, what he calls, the 
"individual model of disability" (Oliver, 1996, p.32), which locates the problem 
of disability within the individual. He also dismisses the notion that disability 
problems arise from functional limitations or psychological losses. Oliver 
(1996) says that, instead, society disables people through their attitudes towards 
them. The literature only partially supports this position in the case of 
Aboriginal people with disabilities. It does where, for instance, society has 
excluded them from education and incarcerated them at disproportionally high 
levels. At the same time Aboriginal grief, violence and substance abuse are 
circumstances and conditions which may directly lead to impairments and, at 
least, functional disabilities, such as brain damage (O'Neill, 1993). For 
Aboriginal people, impairments and disability can arise din~ctl y from their 
disadvantaged social situali\m as an oppressL•d culturill minority and lhl'ir 
disability does not only appear to be caused by socil'till attitudes toward.'-> their 
impairments. 
Quite amazingly, an Aboriginal culture and values structure remains. Their 
traditional values of conformity, tradition, security (fogarty and White, lY94) 
interdependence, sharing and communality (Bourke & Bourke in Hartley, 1995, 
pp. 54-55) do provide a tension however, with a contemporary society which 
professes the value of these but largely acts on values of individualism, 
materia !ism and utilitarianism (Wolfensberger, 1992). 
There is a clear need for this research. The issues that Aboriginal people 
with disabilities face are loaded heavily with the serious and multiple layers of 
abuse, discrimination, isolation and neglect that Aboriginal people as a whole 
are experiencing in Australia. While disability advocacy has a role to protect 
and advance the position of vulnerable people with a disability, it must be a 
concern to advocates, government funders, the Aboriginal and wider 
Australian community that advocacy does not play this role in the case of 
Aboriginal people with a disability. 
Aborigines, Disability and the Need for Advocacy 
1\lmrigin,tl peoplt~ across /\ustr,llia experiL•nce much higher than av<~rage 
socio·ecnnomk disadv<~ntage and llL'alth related problem~, which ll'ad to 
disability (Bostock, "JlJlJ1; Gething, -1994, 19Y5; Gcthing l't a!, 1YY4; Sml'aton, 
1996; Wolstenholme, 1996). 
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Bostock (1991 a) mentions common impairments among Aborigines which 
include in1paired immune system, kidney disease, hearing impairment, 
multiple sclerosis and diabetes. In addition he lists alcoholism and drug 
addiction as common causes of impairment. O'NeHI (1993) refers to much 
higher incidences for Aboriginal people, compared with the general population 
being found for chronic ear infection, blindness, acquired brain damage, 
diabetes, strokes and psychiatric illness. 
Statistical information on disability rates of Aboriginal people is scarce 
(Gething, 1994;Gething,etal, 1994;0'Neill, 1993;Smeaton, 1998). The only 
available disability statistics are contained in the Survey of disability, ageing 
and carers, done by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (1993). It gives the 
disability rate of the total Australian population as 18%. Aboriginality was not 
identified in this survey. The Aboriginal rate is likely to be much higher 
(Gething,et a!, 1994). An example of that is the Aboriginal disability rate in the 
Taree area where the level of reported disabilities among the Aborigindl 
I 
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populatillll W<ls 2.5limes higlwr for mall's and 1.'J tinll'S higher for kmalv~ lhiln 
for the total J\ustrali.m population. Tlw k•vL•Is of hnndicap wPn· 1.7 tinw~ 
higlwr for maiL•s .md !.H times higher for femall's, nnd for pt·oplc with svv(·re 
handk<.lp w.1s 2A times higlwr for males and 2.1 for females. Whih.~ llw 
prevalence of disability increased with age, as it does in the gener<JI population, 
the prevalence of Aboriginal people with a disability exceeded that of the 
general population in all age groups (Thompson & Snow, in Smeat<)l1, 1 CJ<JH). 
Data from the 1996 Census shows that Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders make up 1.38% of the total population for the Perth metropolitan area 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998). No disability statistics have been 
collected in any Australian Census, apart from the 199:1 survey (Aust-rali~m 
Bureau of Statistics, 1993). 
Despite their significantly higher rates of disability, Aboriginal people tend 
not to access disability services (Gething, eta!, 1994; Gething, 1995; O'Neill, 
1993; Smeaton, 1996; Wolstenholme,1996). Neither do Aboriginal people 
appear to be using Commonwealth-funded advocacy agencies (Cross & Zeni, 
1993; Office of Disability, 1997), whereas one of the purposes of advocacy, as 
defined, would be to get them the services they need. 
One might expect, that, since it is a role of advocacy agencies to <1ddress 
inadequacies in the service system for individuals and groups, that advocacy 
may be seen as different from services and consequently used to Aboriginal 
PL'opll''s ,lllv,mtagl'. Sonw I'L\lson~ for non-aLTcss with rq~tlrd to advocacy Jn<ly 
bL' simil,u to thL' l'l',lSllllS fnr not ,lCCl'SSill)', support Sl'rvices hut this r<liHlot bt' 
assunwd, p.uticul.ul~· not <lS tlw 11<1turl' and purpose of advocacy, and 
~enl'l'<llly, its imagl', diHL•rs from support servicl's (Cocks & Duffy, 1 CJYJ; 
Wolfl'nsberger, 1lJ77). 
Whereas Smeaton (1996) has provided the only known study, thus far, on 
Aborigine'!! people and advocacy, and interviewed participants in both rural 
and urban communities, he did not ask them about the reasons why Aboriginal 
people were not using existing advocacy agencies. He focused on developing 
appropriate advocacy models for Aboriginal people with disability. His 
approach assumes that it may not be possible to use existing advocacy agencies. 
It also assumes that advocacy itself, a Western, Anglo-Saxon concept, is 
understood by, and appropriate to, meeting the needs of Aboriginal people, 
whereas this study leaves that open as a possibility that \Vas examined. On the 
other hand, he did, like Gething (1995) in his related study, show sensitivity to 
the cross-cultural dimension by engaging an Aboriginal co-researcher and 
contact persons. 
No research appears to have been carried out on reasons for low usage of 
advocacy agencies by Australian Aborigines with disabilities. There is however 
some related, though limited, material on the reasons why Aboriginal people 
do not access disability support services (Curry, 1992; Getl1ing, 1994, 1995; 
Gething, eta!, 1994; O'Neill, 1993; Smeaton, 1996; Wolstenholme, 1996). These 
indudl' distrust of govL'rnnwnl agc'ncit's and non-1\horigintll st·rvin• provid(•rs, 
lack of acccpt.mcl' of Aboriginal lift• and worth by scrvirl' providt"ro.;, Aboriginal 
workers not lwing avail.1blc, St'rvicL' not going to the Aboriginal JWoplt' in llt'('d, 
lack of Aboriginallinison persons, different J.X'rceptions of disability, lack of 
knowledge about the service, un<.nvarencss of entitlements, Aboriginal shyness 
about working in mixed Aboriginal and wc_,djella (white) groups, Jack of 
Aboriginal service providers, service provider assumptions that Aboriginal 
communities will look after their own discriminatory attitudes of scr\'ice 
providers and Aboriginal people highly valuing their privacy (Gething, 1Wl; 
O'Neill, 1993; Smeaton, 1997). 
Additionally, "Many Aboriginal people arc not well informed about their 
rights, available services or about how to gain access to them" (Gething, 199-l, 
p.42) and word of mouth is often the best way to disseminate information 
(Gething, 1994). 
The literature shows some issues which lead Aboriginal people to under~ 
use disability support services, as distinct from advocacy, including: Aboriginal 
people not being a homogeneous group- they are culturally diverse; disability 
being a different concept for Aboriginal people; continuing irnpact of past 
assimilation policy; mistrust of government programs; assumptions about 
Aboriginal people with disabilities and their families by service providers.and 
professionals; culturally inappropriate procedures; bureaucracy; lack of 
planning for Aboriginal people with disability; rcJuctance to complain about 
st•rvices (Smmton, IYY6) ;.md shi.lllll' <lSSoci<lll'd with disability (Bostock, 1991; 
Ng<l<ll1~',11' 11"1'<1 PitjJntjatjara Y,mkunytjatjan.J Women's C 'ouncil I )is<lhility 
Suppt'rt P1 ljl~d, I tJlJS). 
Whereas much of current disability advoc;xy is based on rights ideology, 
I· I 
O'Neill (liJ9~) ,md Srnalhvood, White and Kotiw (l 997) yuestion the 
appropriateness of a human rights approach to Aboriginal issues and Bridgman 
(1992) has pointed to inadequacies in advocacy practice such as not being 
culture-specific, lack of independent funding, lack of training in advocacy, and 
lack of regular evaluation. 
The situation of Aboriginal people with disability in Australia is one of 
serious disadvantage compared to the total population, submerged as it seems 
by the enormity of a range of other Aboriginal issues. 
The purpose of this study is to providt' -;ome insight into the reasons for an 
Aboriginal low use of advocacy agencies. Further work may arise from the 
findings of this study,leading to the creation of advocacy models that are tnore 
appropriate to Aboriginal needs. 
Methodology: Phenomenological Approaches to Research of 
Aboriginal People with Disability and their Use of Advocacy 
A qualitative research approach w<ls judged to be most suitable to tlw 
research tlbjL'Cti\'eS. Though a minor quuntitative compom~nt is aJdL'd in the 
form of a simple survey with six Perth advocacy agencies, the research 
objectives seek understanding, not a measurement, of why Aboriginal people 
with disabilities may not access advocacy. The study \Vill present findings as 
experienced by the participants and very much treats the quest Jon as a moral 
enquiry (Sarantakos, 1993), befitting the advocacy context of socinl justice 
(Cocks & Duffy, 1993). 
1\ 
The nature of a phenomenological study is about accepting the 
experiences of the participants as valid in themselves. Because nf the treahncnt 
of the subject as a moral inquiry (Sarantakos, 199:1), which inevitably invokes 
personal feelings and beliefs of the researcher, "Epochc" and "bracketing" 
(Patton, 1990) will be used. These are phenomenological techniques of making 
any of the researcher's beliefs and assumptions explicit. Epoche is an ongoin~~ 
process within the researcher where the aim is to maintain a fresh and open 
viewpoint without prejudging or ascribing meaning ton soon. Personal 
assumptions and beliefs need to become explicit and set aside as rnuch as 
possible until such time when all the data are in (Patton, 1990). llrocketing 
involves to: 
l.tK<llL' within tlw persoiMIL'XfJPrit•IKl', or sl'lf-story, kt·y phnlst•s <Jnd 
statL'ments that spt•ak directly to tlw plwnonwnon in qtH"slion. 
lnterprl't the meaning of llwsl' phrasl'S as an informed n~adl'r. 
Obtain the subject's interpretation of these phrases if possible. 
Inspect these meanings for what they reveal about the essential, 
recurring features of the phenomenon being studied. 
Offer a tentative statement, or definition, of the phenomenon in terms 
of the essential recurring features identified in step-!. 
(Denzin, in Patton, 1990, p. 408). 
Aboriginal people prefer informal, oral means of research enquiries 
(Gething, 1995; National and Medical Research Council, 1991). This study 
employs qualitative research which uses words as data to describe human 
experience or behaviour (Biolanc< 1992) and is best described through its 
characteristics including: 
assuming that the social world is created as seen and experienced by 
individuals, 
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n•.11ity being c.lptun•d in nwaningful humi.ln inh·r<ICtions, 
pn.'SL'nting information in words, not in numbers, 
being ~,ovholistic, 
aiming to understand, not measure, 
seeing tho researcher as part of tho research (Patton, (1990), 
the research is a moral enquiry (Sarantakos, 1993). 
This research seeks the unique experiences of Aboriginal people. A 
phenomenological approach appears to be the most coherent among qualitative 
research methodologies where the essence of the participants' experiences of a 
certain phenomenon is sought (Colaizzi, 1978; Crotty, 1996; Field & Morse, 
1990; Guba & Lincoln, 1985). 
It has been indicated already that there is no literature, known to the 
researcher, on Aboriginal people with disability, and reasons why it appears 
that they tend to not usc disability advocacy agencies. The closest related 
literature shows explicit examples of phenomenological or phenomenological 
case study approaches. Of the main, related, studies none sets out an explicit 
methodL)logic<li par;,1digm which mt~y undt·rpin tlwir llll'ihods (C 'urry, I'J92; 
Cdhing, 1995; N~,a,myalji.Hf<l Pitj,mtjatj<lr,J Y,mkunytjatjara Womvn'~ Council 
Disability Supporll1mjt>cl, ]lJlJ5; O'Nl'ill, JYYl; SmL·dton, Jl)lJ(>; Wols!L·nholnw, 
1996), \vhile Bostock ("JlJlrJ) spL•,Jks from his own experience ilnd insilh'r 
knowil'dge. lnter\'iL•ws ,ne used in ,111 tlwse studies, some semi-structured anJ 
in-depth (Wolstenholme, '1996), formal and structured (Curry,1YY2), informal 
group inter\'icws (Gcthing, 1995), group meeting (Ngilany'atjJrra Pitjantjatjara 
Yankuny~a~ara Women's Council Disability Support Project, 1995), 
unstructured, indi\'idual and group interviews (Smcaton, 1996). Smcaton 
emphasises letting individuals tell their own story, in essence part of the 
phenomenological approach. Gcthing (1995) conducted a case study of a group 
and O'Neill (1993) included some individual case studies. All studies rely on 
information from some combination of individuals with disabilities, carers, 
families and service providers. 
Studies in the non-Aburiginal disability advocacy area, such as Cocks & 
Duffy (1993) and Cross & Zeni (1993), all relied on semi-structured, informal 
group and individual interviews and did not state any methodological, 
paradigmatical underpinnings. 
In summary, the literature in these related studies is silent on 
methodological paradigms but displays a uniform application of descriptive, 
informal, qualitative approaches. 
Wl1l'rl'i1S not stated, it could lw dtlinwd that most stu die<;, such as CL'ihing 
(1{)95), the NgJanv<ltjarril Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatj<lra Woml'n's Council 
Disability Support l'rnjert (I~Y5), O'Neill (I'N1), Sml'aton (1~%) and 
WolstL'nholml' (l996), did adopt a phenomenological approach to their stuUil'S 
by· letting people tell their storil•s. None however used <1 phenoml'nological 
data analvsis method. 
Conceptual framework 
This study's conceptual framework, shown in Figure 1., is based on the 
theory of phenomenology which is as much a world view as a research 
methodology (Field & Morse, 1990; McPhai1,1995; Patton, 1990). The 
phenomenological world view is essentially an existentialist one (Wyatt, 1997) 
which says that the individual defines their reality based on what that person 
knows through their experience (Patton, 1990). Therefore every individual's 
view of the world is held to be unique, as it is in this study. 
The methodological approach is well suited to this study as it is about 
capturing the essences of participants' experiences in a naturalistic setting, 
allowing representation of the data in their own words. This is particularly 
appropriate in the Aboriginal cultural context (Gething, 1994) and in the context 
of disability as a highly personal and unique situation for each individual. 
This paradigm was chosen as it appears that the siilJ<ttion of Ahorigin;d 
~wople is uniquL' and thl' participants' stories an• b.tsl'd on tlw e.sst-nn· of 
expcril'lll'l' of Aboriginal individuals with disabilities olnd tlwir i_lS'iOci<ltl!d 
Wllrld views. 
A phenomenological approach accepts the individual's definition of reality 
without the researcher having preconceived notions, prejudices, expectations, 
theories about causes or processes (Field & Morse, 1990). Different theories, 
and their various respondents' interpretations, may, in qualitative research, be 
simultaneously valid (Mellon, 1990) however and further theory may develop 
from the findings of this study (Olson, 1997) through the researcher's and 
readers' insights. 
The conceptual framework for this study, including its methodology is 
represented in Figure 1. 
It is important that the conceptual framework remains flexible and is able to 
be changed as insights emerge (Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Miles & Huberman, 
1984; Patton, 1990). Accordingly it was reviewed again, during and at the 
conclusion of data analysis. It remained completely relevant. 
Phenomenology 
(valm•s t•ssetll'l' of imlii'itltwlt•Xpt•rit•na mulust•s Jlw participants' voicc•s) 
dis bility 
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their ex erience 
their meauin s 
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how: 
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the study, showing the relationship of the 
methodological paradigm to the methods, in relation to the problem under 
investigation in this study. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
BRIEF ADVOCACY AGENCY SURVEY 
The purpose of this chapter is to establish an imlie<:1tion of use of disability 
advocacy agencies in Perth by Aboriginal people with disability and their 
families. 
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An important part of the rationale for this study was the researcher's 
assumption that Aboriginal people with disabilities under use disability 
advocacy in Perth. This was based on the researcher's experiences as a past co~ 
ordinator of a disability advocacy agency and his knowledge of local advocacy 
practice as well as what the literature says about low r.:,,, of disability services 
by Aboriginal people. 
It was thought to be important to check that assumption by means of a 
simple, brief survey of Perth disability advocacy agencies, early in the research 
process. This was done. 
Seven disability advocacy agencies were identified within the Perth 
metropolitan area. Two practised both individual and systemic advocacy, three 
Citizen Advocacy and two individual advocacy only. They were each sent a 
letter and brief survey, shown in Appendices Band D, and followed up by 
telephone where necessary. 
Six agetJCies respondl'd, with one stating they had not I){'L~ll (lJil'r<lting I on~~ 
enough (sinn' ·ttJ97) to fulfil tlw survL·ys n•quirt'ITIL'n\s. Const~qul~ntly Lhi~; 
agency declined to rL•spond. 
One Citizen Advocacy Agency (Agency E), responded for the perioJ from 
February, 1995, having been in operation for that time only. The agency had 
commenced with a certain number of protegees, having brought these matches 
with it when it developed as an independent agency from within another, 
existing, agency. Two of these were matches with an Aboriginal person. 
Consequently, some statistics for this agency show an unusual pattern. 
Another (Agency B) had only been in existence since March, 1995. Agency A 
indicated that data, referring to Aboriginal people may not have been kept for 
the entire five years. 
The survey questions were framed differently for Citizen Ad\'Ocacy 
agencies, than for other agencies, to accommodate their distinctive facilitative 
role. The nature of the questions was not altered in doing this. The survey 
questions are listed in Appendix B. 
As this small supplementary study sets the scene for the rest of the study, 
the survey results and discussion are dealt with at this point. 
Agency survey results. 
The folll1wing tables explain findings m<~de from a brief survL'Y of advocacy 
agencies in Perth. All tables refer to a timeframe between 1'·1 July, 1992 anJ .":.0 11 • 
June, 1997, except for Agencies Band E. 
Tablel 
Number of Contacts Made for Advocacv by Aboriginal People, or Others, on 
their Behalf, Including the Number Identified in Need of Advocacy by Citizen 
Advocacy Agencies During 1992-1997. 
Number of contacts Average per year 
Agency A. 9 1.8 
Agency B. 0 0 
Agency c. 8 1.6 
Agency D. 3 0.6 
Agency E. 2 1.33 
Nine Aboriginal people with disability, who were in potential need of 
advocacy, came to the notice of advocacy Agency A and R to Agency C. The 
other three Agencies had lower contact rates of 0, 2 and :1 contacts. Allowing 
for the different periods of operation of agencies Band E, yearly averages shmv 
Agency E. as having the highest number of contacts and Agency B with the 
lowest. 
Table 2 
Abnrigin<lllndividuals Advocated for, Including Advoc<~te/Proh~gl· Matches 
Made by CitizL'n Adv,Kacy. 
Advocacy undertaken Average per year 
Agency A. 4 0.8 
Agency B. 0 0 
Agency C. 5 1 
Agency D. 3 0.6 
Agency E. 3 0.6 
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Of those Aboriginal people who came to the agency's notice, agency A 
advocated for 4 out of the 9 who made contact and agency C did for 5 out of 8. 
For the other agencies this was 0 out of 0, 3 out of 3 and 3 out of 2. This last 
figure is due to the history of establishment of Agency E, explained above. 
On average, Agency Chad the highest rate of people advocated for, while 
Agency B had the lowest. 
Cont.Kt M.ldL' for AdvoGlC\' by Non-Aboriginal Pcopll' with Disability or 
lndividudls Who Wert' ldl'ntifjl'd ir~ NL'l'd of Advoc<K)~-'itiz<'n Adv~>Gll}~ 
Agencies. 
Number of contacts Average per year 
Agency A. 2,91i5 593 
Agency B. 207 138 
Agency C. 57 11.4 
Agency D. 56 11.4 
Agency E. 16 10.7 
Non-Aboriginal people came to the notice of advocacy agencies in much 
higher proportions. Agency A and Bare responsible for strongly influencing 
the aggregate figures of non-Aboriginal contact with the agencies. 
Tabk ~ 
AdvOCi.lC)' Engaged in on Behalf of Non-Aborig!ntdlndividu<Jis 01: 
Advoe<K\' undertaken Aver<~ge pvr year 
Agency A. 1,655 :m 
Agency B. 207 BH 
Agency c. 52 10.4 
Agency D. 56 11.2 
Agency E. 12 8 
The advocacy engaged in on behalf of non-Aboriginal people is again at much 
higher levels than for Aboriginal people. Agency A and B, again, heavily 
influence the overall trend. 
Table 5 
How the Agencies Identified Aboriginality. 
Agency A. Identified by referral agency, mainly Aboriginal Medical Service. 
Agency B. Through information from 'consumer'. 
Agency C. Visual observation and talking to persons associated with the 
advocatee. 
Agency D. Visual observation, person stating Aboriginality themselves, 
others disclosing Aboriginality. 
Agency E. Does not identify any advocatcc by Aborigina\ity but by need for 
advocacy. 
It must bt• clarified that wlll'rl'i.lS some qul•slinns rl'(vr to an Ahorigin<ll 
person referring themselves, thl' intention was to L'lltjuire about ill I seH- and 
other rdl'l'l'<ll of Aborigin.1l pt•ople with disability. It W<Js obviou<; (rorn tlw 
sun·ev responses that the agencies hmi intt•rpreted tlw l<lller. This was 
confirmed to be so through telephone enquiry. 
Discussion 
There is a discrepancy, in the Perth metropolitan region, between the 
proportion of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal persons being referred for, or 
who actually received, advocacy (advocatees), in the selected advocacy 
agencies. 
Over the five year time period, for all surveyed agencies, there were 3,301 
non-Aboriginal persons who were referred, or referred themselves, to advocacy 
agencies against 22 Aboriginal people. There were 1982 non- Aboriginal 
persons who actually received advocacy compared with 15 Aboriginal persons. 
In 1996 the Aboriginal population in the Perth metropolitan area was 1.38% 
of the total population, or 17,197 persons (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998) 
and the Survey on Disability Ageing And Carers (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 1993) gave an Australian disability rate of 18%. 
Ba~ed lm total population figurl's for the Pt•rth ml'tropolitan arl'<l, t]lt' 
stH\'l'yed .tdvocacy <lgl•ndes lli.ld rl'fl'rrals for L47'Y,, of tlw \ol<.ll, non-Aboriginal 
dis.1bility· population ,lJld conductl•d advocacy for O.HH%. In comparison, 
0.71'X,.of llw Abnriginnl disability population was referred to <~dvocacy and 
0.4H% received advocacy. 
Applying the non-Aboriginal figures and the Australian disability rate of 
18%, one would expect to see at least 45.5 Aboriginal persons being referred 
and 27 Aboriginal people receiving advocacy over the surveyed period. In 
reality, given a higher Aboriginal disability rate th1~Sc figures would be 
expected to be higher. It can be concluded that at least 23.5 Aboriginal people 
WPre not referred to advocacy and 12 Aboriginal people did not receive 
advocacy over the period of the survey. 
Additionally, it is known that advocacy for the non-Aboriginal population 
is reaching only a small proportion of people with disabilities who are in need 
of advocacy (Cocks & Duffy, 1993; Cross & Zeni, 1993). This seems confirmed 
by the finding of only 0.88% of this population receiving advocacy. It can be 
expected likewise therefore that an additional, unknown, number of Aboriginal 
people, in need of advocacy, did not receive it. 
This study, while finding a low overall level of Aboriginal people accessing 
advocacy agencies, also found that this is not true for all advocacy types. 
Tnbk 6 
Advocacv RdL'rred to <1nd Engaged in on Behalf of Aborigin<~llndividuals or 
Advoc<.1te/Protege Matclws by Advocacy Agencies. 
Aboriginal % referrals % <1d VOC<IC)' % received aJ VOGlC)' 
Agencv A 0.54 0.24 44.00 
Agency B. 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Agency C. 14.00 9.60 68.6 
Agency D. 5.40 5.40 100 
Agency E. 12.50 8.33 66.6 
Note. For purpose of calculating this Table, a number of 2 advocacy matches 
were subtracted from Agency E's total figure for providing Aboriginal people 
with advocacy, as shown in Table 2. 
Table 6. shows that Agency C, D, and E all have had contact with 
prospective Aboriginal advocatees, and subsequently enabled advocacy on 
their behalf, at much higher levels than Agencies A and B. They did so at 
proportional rates that are higher than the Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal 
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populatinn r.ltiP fpr PL•rth, bt'ing hight'r thtlll ·1 JK'Y,,, wlwn•;Js Ag<·nril'.'> A ,IJld B 
.Khievl'd r.lll'S below this levl'l. On a yl'arly <Wl'r<lgt' agt'nril's A, C ·, D .1nd L 
WL'I'L' dosL' in tot.llnumbl'rs of Aboriginal people with disdhilitit'.'> l1l~illJ~ n·f('rrt'd 
or rl'Cl'i\·ing ,lLh·ocacy. In proportion to their non-Aboriginal workload, 
agL'llciL'S C, D, and E did much better in <Jdvncacy for Aborigin<1l pl~ople in both 
categories, than Agency J\. 
The low access rate of Aboriginal people to advocacy agencies in Perth 
does not then seem a universal phenomenon. The three high-rating agencies 
are all Citizen Advocacy agencies. The other hvo engage in both systemic and 
individual advocacy. 
The three Citizen Advocacy agencies also had much higher rates of 
Aboriginal people receiving advocacy, once people came to their notice, 
compared to the other two agencies. 
Based on this small sample we can suggest that, in Perth at least, Citizen 
Advocacy agencies may be better placed to provide advocacy for Aboriginal 
people, compared to other forms of advocacy. 
Agencies employed multiple means of identifying Aboriginality, nmging 
from visual identification to identification provided by self or other. 
,, 
·'·· 
It is possibk• then•fore th<1t sonw Aboriginal fwoplc with d isahi IiI y Wt ·n· not 
known tl) till' a!~l'IKit's. It is for inst<mn• not alw;1ys possihll' to idl'ntify 
Aboriginal fWoplt> by thl' way lhL'Y look and individw1ls and otlwrs may bt• 
reluctant to disclose Aborigin<llity because of fear of discriminalion JnJ a Sl'llSl' 
of 'shame', or shvncss (O'Neill, 199.1 ). 
This survcv does h<wc a number of limitations and must be treated with 
caution. It is based on a very small sample, not all agencies were operating over 
the surveyed period, possibly not all Aboriginal persons were thus recognised 
and one agency was unsure about the accuracy of their records on 
Aboriginality. It is however intended only to give a broad overall backdrop to 
the qualitative research. It validates the researcher's assumption that ad\'ocacy 
in Perth is generally under used by Aboriginal people. A most interesting 
aspect of these findings is that this phenomenon seems not applicable to a 
particular form of advocacy, that is Citizen Advocacy. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
Seven disability advocacy J~encics in Perth were iLkntifieJ from tiw 
researcher's persotMl knowledge and J check of a social services directory. A 
simple written survey amongst them established a level of their use by 
Aboriginal people. This survey is contained in Appendix B. 
The main body of this study has followed a similar data collection 
methodology as most of the cited studies have, that is interviews with 
individuals. 
Sample 
'i\ 
Eleven Aboriginal people with disabilities were involved in semi-structured 
interviews for this study. Two were deemed unsuitable after the interview and 
were not used, leaving nine informants. The reasons for not including these 
two interviews were non-compliance with the definition of disability for one 
interviewee, and for the other non-identification with their Aboriginal heritage, 
preferring to see himself as non-Aboriginal. The geographical area covered 
was the Perth Metropolitan area. A sample of five to eight participants was 
expected to be sufficient for this study and indeed repetition of themes 
indicated an adequate saturation level for a study of this scope, with a sufficient 
level of rich data. Patton (1990) confirms that in qualitative research the sample 
siZl' is itself of less importann•, in Lt•rms of validity, l)ll'<lllingru]rwss <~nd 
insights gained, Lh<ltl tlw richnl'SS of information tmd i.lll<llytiraltlnd 
llhsl'rv.ltitmal Ci.lpabilitil'S tlf the rl'Se<Jrdwr. 
All participants rnet the selection criteriu, which were set as having a h~vel, 
and experience of, disability fnlm which the researcher GJu]d rc<Jsonilbly 
assume that the individual vulnerability was such that advocacy was, or had 
been, needed in that person's life. Compatibility with the definition of 
disability was then assessed by the researcher. 
Participants who met the criteria were expected to be especially 
information-rich. 
Whereas an attempt was made to balance male and female proportions in 
the sample, this was unfortunately not possible, due to scarce availability of an~' 
informants of either gender and cancellation of interviews by two females. 
Who the people in the sample were 
Table 2., shown in Appendix F. sets out the characteristics of the participants in 
detail. 
Of those \Vith spinal injury, ont' had pamplq~i<l, two quildriplq~i.l, of whom 
one had an .1mputatL•d lq~. Tlw third W<lS mohik with d walking lr,mw tim! .ll.c.,o 
httd .uthritis,md di<lbdt•s. Slw rL'IiL•d on <1 W<llking franw for mobility. ·1 wo 
malL'S had intl'llectu<.ll disability, one <llso h.wing ditllWll'S <Jnd thv otlwr \'i,i()n 
impairment. Anotlwr mall' hc1d a leg .1mput<1tl'd, blindness ..111d ]waring 
impairment, all .1s a result of diabetes. l-Ie also had arthriti,. One male had 
brain damage as a result of a car accident. 
For two participants disabilities were acquired from birth, for t\\'o others 
at ages 7 and 19. Other individuals acyuired their disabilities later in life. 
Three participants lived by themselves and six with their children, wife, 
cousin or mother. 
Two participants grew up in Perth, seven had moved to Perth fwm the 
country for reasons connected with their disabilities, that is <n-ailability nf 
support services and hospital care. They came originally from tvtarble Bar, 
Kalgoorlie, Midland, Perth, Wubin and the WA South-West. Their tribal 
origins were Yamagee (1), Nyoongar (5), Wongi (2), Nyanga/Strellel' (1). 
During the period of this study, three participants were hospitalised since 
the first interview. One for treatment to abscesses on stumps of her limbs, onL' 
having his second leg amputated and one because of lung failure. ThL' latter 
had to be on oxygen permanently after that episode. 
Difficulties encountered in obtaining the sample 
The sampk is a purposeful otw wherl', ilS expli!ilwd, spt~cifk criterin for 
individual suitabilitv ns inform<1nts wen~ formulated. lhes<.! criteria and 
purpose of study were communicated verbally, and in writing, to all actucd and 
pot~ntial contact ~wrsons. The role of a contact person was to lead the 
researcher to suitable m!· iewees and make initial contact with them. These 
contact persons were individual Aboriginal persons known to the researcher; 
workers in Aboriginal support sen'ices to people with disabilities, interviewees 
themselves, in an attempt at snowball sampling; and workers in a non-
Aboriginal support service for people with disabilities. 
It took a total of some five months to find and interview eleven informants, 
two of whom turned out to be unsuitable post-interview, following one 
participant not meeting the disability criteria and the other preferring to be 
known as non-Aboriginal, which, of course, did not meet the definition of 
Aboriginality. Three additional agreements for interviews failed to materialise. 
One of these prospective interviewees, who was visited at her home twice, was 
present the first time but declined to open the door and was not home when 
visited the second time. The other person received the researcher but the 
recording equipment unfortunately failed and no interview could be conducted 
on that occasion. The informant subsequently refused to meet with thl' 
researcher .a second time. The third person declined to be interviewed upon 
nll'l'ting him. Of coursL' no pressurl' was brought to lwi.ll' upon <~ny pt•rson'-:i 
expn•ssing their unwiHingness to p<Lrticipill('. It did nH'illl thnt on Sl'Vt'ral 
occasitllls, wherL' the n·scMdll'r thought to have SL~cun·d a sourn~ of rich 
information, this turned out to be not so t~nd sig:nifict~nt timt~ was lost in this 
way and new efforts ht~d to be maJe finding more informanh. 
Difficulties such as this, with individual informants, haJ been anticipated, 
because of the Aboriginal preference for informality (Gething, 1994), but the 
extent of time loss had not. What had not been fully anticipated was the 
difficulty in obtaining reliable contact persons. 
All contact persons were expressing sympathy with the aims of this 
research and expressed that they could probably identify some potential 
interviewees. Many of these had to be contacted again numerous times to 
follow up on their assurances, often without results. Some potential 
interviewees were offered, only never to materialise. For instance, the 
researcher had been trying to make contact with one contact person in an 
Aboriginal support service who had initially 'promised' a number of 
informants. In pursuing other contacts he had obtained an appointment with a 
co-ordinator of another such service. When phoning on the morning of the 
appointment to confirm it, he was surprised to hear that that person had iust 
resigned and he was now speaking with the person from the other service, who 
had, some months ago, 'promised' him some informt~nts! He was then offered 
one informant if he would come in that morning and met with success. 
On SL'\'cral occasions contact persons found informtmts who did not nwd 
tlw disability critL'ri.1. The notion of a significant disability which hild h('{'ll 
L'Xperienced for some tinll' did not r1lways appear wl'll understood. It appt·ars 
that with some Aboriginal Jistlbility support workers the notion of disability 
included having diabetes, arthritis and other health-related JiseJses which, in 
some of the informants they proposed, had not yet manifested in any dis;:~bility 
as defined in the definition adopted for this study, or had only been for a 
relatively short time. This should not be surprising as the causes for disability 
in the Aboriginal population are so often health related as well as being related 
to the effects of substance abuse and violence which arise from the 
disadvantaged position of the Aboriginal population in Australia (Bostock, 
1991; Gething, 1994; Gething, 1995; O'Neill, 1993). 
Interestingly, the notion of what constituted disability among the sample 
was clearly aligned with that which is accepted as the mainstream Australian 
idea of disability. This is explored further in the discussion of the findings. 
The reasons given by the workers in Aboriginal support services included 
being very busy and staff changes. In terms of what is known about the 
overwhelming need in the lives of many Aboriginal persons the rCsearcher 
accepts that providing informants for this study constituted a low priority for 
Aboriginal service workers. Disability often con1es low on the list of issues that 
need to be addressed for Aboriginal people (Bostock, J991a; Smeaton, 199H). In 
,,, 
additinn, Iltlt many nmtad J1l'fSt)J1S st'l'mt•d it, underst<~ntl what advt)c;a·y wr1s, 
thus pL•rhaps not ascribing much imporl<lllce to this study. 
Aboriginal populations tmd workers in Aboriginal <1gencies could also be 
forgiven for thinking that this was yet another acildemic obtaining some 
qualifications out of reporting their lives and circumstances where Aboriginal 
lives have already been the subject of many a study, perhaps with little positive 
to show for it in their daily lives. 
It is all the more reason why this researcher feels grateful and humbled by 
the willingness and graciousness of the informants in giving such a personal 
and in-depth insight into their lives and perceptions. 
Likewise, the researcher is grateful and impressed by the contact persons' 
willingness and persistence in obtaining suitable informants. 
Data Collection 
Prior to collecting data from inc11viduals, for the main part of the study, it 
was considered important to get an indication of present usage of advocacy 
agencies by Aboriginal persons. This was achieved by doing a simple written 
survey with the seven agencies identified by the researcher. 
D<lt<1 colil'ction in a phenomL'noltlgical nwthodology is ;thoulllw 
uncovering of tlw l'SSl'nn• of a plwnonwnon by gathering tlw individual sl!lfi('s 
ablltlt it, hl intl'rprl't tlw storks and offering some implications for pntdicl' 
(F\_•rl, 1996). This study, which adopts a phenonwnological appro;:Kh, does this. 
It is <1 rek•vant and appropriate methodology to collect data where it concerns 
individuals who have purticularly suffered the effects of double disuJvantuge, 
such as this critical reference group appears to have, and where the findings 
do point to some implications for doing something about it via advocacy. 
Because of the importance of cross-cultural considerations (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 1994) including norms, language and values (Patton, 1990), the 
researcher is not personally familiar with, he endeavoured to have an insider 
(Denzin & Lincoln), that is an Aboriginal contact person, present at interviews, 
wherever possible. He also used Aboriginal persons, where possible, to make 
contact with participants, take oral information, minimise written inforn1ation, 
use flexible meeting times and tried to avoid jargon ( National Health and 
Medical Research Council, 1991). It was not always possible to have an 
Aboriginal liaison, or contact person and, in the end, the net needed to be cast 
wider than just Aboriginal contacts. This issue has already been discussed 
under the heading "Difficulties encountered in obtaining the sample". 
The interviews in a phenomenological study will usually be open-ended, 
with only one or two questions at its commencement (Putton, -1990). This 
practice was modified for this study where the sample included persons \vho 
have a limited capacity to communicate because of disability and because 
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specific <lrl'ds undl'r invL•stigation, related to tht' n•st•t~rdl questions, lll'l'dvd to 
be prolll'd for. SL•mi-structun•d, in-Lh·pth intl'rvit•wing was tlwrdnn· u...,vd. An 
interviL'W guidL' appronch w.1s used and is attached, shown in ApJwndix /\. ll 
allowed for topics and issues to dl'lermined bdoreh;:md but sequence Jnd 
wording were determined during the inh~rvicw (Patton, 1 Sl90). The researcher 
used some of his observ<:~tions as data also. 
The researcher therefore used a semi-structured approach with a number of 
themes about which answers were probed for during the interviews as 
necessary. A richness of individual detail was obtained which highlighted the 
themes. 
Although the exact sequence of these questions or probes were decided 
during each interview, wherever possible Patton's (1990) approach was used, 
involving commencement with some general experience and behaviour 
questions, then about feelings, opinions and interpretations, followed by 
knowledge questions which require the established context with some relevant 
demographic questions last. It is interesting to note though that, on advice of 
an Aboriginal person giving feedback on the original, draft questions, the first 
question was to be: "where are you from?". This, for Aboriginal people, he 
explained, is not so much a demographic question as establishing with whom 
they belong, as it would often indicate the tribe, kinship relations and particular 
family, all of great importance to Aboriginal people. Thus, whercets to non-
Aboriginal people it might seem a demographic question, which should be 
.ash•d last according to l'<ltton, to /\boriginal1wopll' it is really a gt'JH'!"ill 
t'Xpt•rit'llCL' qut>stion, fitting flatton's modt·l in its vl'ry first stagt•, lh<ll of a'iking 
general expl'l'iL'tKL' t]Ueslions. 
The attached interview schedule and consent form were developed in 
consultation with <m Aborig-inal person who has some knowledge of odvoct~cy, 
but is not a person with a disability. 
Procedure 
Participants were selected purposefully through making personal contacts 
with Aboriginal individuals and Aboriginal- as well as with non-Aboriginal 
disability service providers. The nature and purpose of the study, criteria for 
informants and process for seeking them, were explained to these contact 
persons. A brief written outline of these was made available to them. 
They were then asked to contact potential informants, explaining the nature 
and purpose of the study, the background of the researcher, and ask for consent 
to be contacted by the researcher and pass their contact details and brief outline 
of their relevant background to the researcher. They were also asked to explain 
that a small sample only was needed and that the researcher would select the 
final informants and would let everyone who Wi.ls not selected know as soon as 
possible. Upon the informants consent to particip<lte, they were asked to 
contact tlw rl'sl•,udwr with names, some background ddail and rnt·<llls to 
cont.Kt the informants. Thl' rl'Sl'<Hdwr then conlacll'd tlw p<lrlirip;ulb. 
Ideally, the rL'scarchL•r would have liked to usl~ a snowball-sampling 
t112chnique. This was attempted in some instances but beGlUSl~ of the short time 
available and no new participants forthcoming in this way, the purposive 
approach was followed instead. 
Participants were given some information on the study and its purpose for 
interviewing them, prior to the interview, so some prior thought could be 
given to relevant matters (Patton, 1990). 
The interviews were interactions between researcher and participant 
(Sorrell & Redmond, 1995) where the participants were steered towards gi\"ing 
their perspectives on their experiences in their own words and the researcher 
engaged in active listening to understand and capture those meanings in the 
participant's own words. Narratives, story telling and anecdotes were 
encouraged in as rich a detail as possible (Patton, 1990). 
lnl:.~rviews took mostly around one to two hours each and were conducted 
in the participants' setting of choice, which in all cases was their place of 
residence. 
All intl'rvil'WS wen_• rL'COrdl'd and transcrilwd by <1 truo.;il'd JWr~on who 
un,krttlOk to maint.1in confidenti;llity. A summ.Hy of the intervit•w Wil.., m.Jdt· 
<W<lilabll' to till' pt1rticipants. Folh1w-up was tllt'n dorw via tcil'phonl' 
intcrYiews with each p<Hticip<mt, apart from two, who could notlw C!llll<lcivd 
.1gain. One \VtiS too ill, the other did not respond to numerous phone Glll_o:., omd 
approaches through a contact person. Issues and yucstions that arose from the 
first interview were clarified with the participants and participants wen.' 
encouraged to pursue unfolding themes from the previous interview. These 
were directly recorded in writing, including verbatim quotes where deemed 
particularly important. 
Any pertinent topic areas not covered by participants towards the end of 
the interviews were probed for. Generally, the interview schedule ensured a 
comprehensive coverage. 
Aboriginal contact persons were used as much as possible. Where not, 
persons who the potential participant knew well personally, that is support 
service workers, were engaged. Participants were encouraged to have family or 
a contact person present if they wished and six participants chose to do this. 
Two interviews were conducted in the open, in front of the participants' homes, 
the others inside their place of residence. 
The researcher had become aware of Aboriginal'shamc', on reading 
(Gething, 1994; Gething, eta!, 1994; O'Neill, 1993) and after talking with an 
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Aboriginal support workl'r prior to thl' romnH•nn•mt•nt of tlw "ludy, ii!ld I rom 
his own cxpcrit'IKL'S with Aboriginal peopll' in tlw Kimlwrlt•y, with rq~drd to 
tlwir thvL•Iling. Sitting outside w<Js thcrefort• Pxplicitly uffl·n·d to particip;_m\s to 
0\'l'I'COillt' this. 
A pilot interview Wi.lS conducted, which became part of the d<Jta, to 
enhance the eventual approach i11ld the researcher's interviewing technique. As 
a result of the pilot interview, subsequent interviews became a little more 
structured in ensuring the necessary issues relating to the research questions 
were covered but no change was made to the interview schedule. 
Reliability and Validity 
In general, the reliability of this research rests on the research design and 
the rigour with which the research was done, both of which were discussed in 
the previous section. 
The validity rests on a suitable method of triangulation so potential for 
researcher bias can be minimised. To do this the researcher has used an 
alternative theoretical framework, that is the concept of 'wounding' 
(Wolfensberger, 1987) in Social Role Valorization (Wolfensberger, 1992), tn re-
analyse the data. In addition a colleague, well versed in phenomenological 
research, read and coded a transcript. This colleague substantiallv concurred 
with tlw C<ltl'goril's that had lwen identifil'd by tlw rl'~t'<trdu·r. /\[so, Llw tlwnH'~ 
Wl'I'l' validatl'd by dlL'ckin!', b<ll'k with lill' particip<mls post inll'rvi1•w. 
Further triungulation occurred by com poring tlw dc:1t<1 from the found 
essential experiences of thl' critical rcfl'rence gmup with results of the survey of 
advocacy agencies and by verifying accuracy of collecteJ data with 
participants. 
Further, specific to this research, issues around cognitive impairment and 
Aboriginal cultural considerations relevant to communication between 
researcher and participants were considered prior to data collection. 
Reliability, validity and intellectual disability 
Three participants had a cognitive impairment, that is two had a 
developmental disability and one brain damage. The use of informants with 
such impairments can jeopardise validity and reliability because of doubts 
about the ability to respond to questions asked. Strategies to overcome such 
problems include using multiple approaches in inquiring about a topic and 
systematically checking for bias. Questions should be designed to milximisc 
responsiveness, reliability and validity, and could be combined with non-verbal 
or behavioural observation techniques (Bruininks, eta!, 19H1 ). 
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O~wn-l'ndt•d questions, of particular rt'lev;l!Kl' to phl'llOI1ll'll!llogicod rt'Sl'Mch, in 
tr.ving to obt;.lin rkh dt1t;,1, rannot lw answert•d by rnany JWopl<· with inh·lh·du,d 
diso1bility and ure best asked as follow-up questions to more structured 
questions (Sigelm<ln, et i.ll, 19H:\). 
While being aware of these issues the researcher found that the three 
participants in this studv were able to understand and respond to the yuestions 
asked. This may partly have been aided by the research's departure from 
open-ended questions to semi-structured ones, for reasons already explained. 
The data provided by respondents with intellectual disability and brain damage 
matched data obtained by other respondents in terms of general content. It was 
concluded that the reliability and validity of this study was not undermined lw 
the approach used with these respondents. 
Reliability, validity and Aboriginality 
Modes of interpersonal communication for any cultural group will be based 
on their cultural upbringing and belonging. Harris (198~) mentions long 
periods of silence; being softly spoken; talking being used more as a 'cement' in 
social relationships than the tool for transfer of information; shyness in talking 
with wadjellahs, or white people; and avoidance of eye contact as issues in 
Aboriginal communication. In addition different use of grammar, ansvvcring 
any leading questions according to the direction that is sugf!;csted and 
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prP\'<liL'IlCL' of Jw,uing impairml'nl all affL·d communkation lw!Wl't'n whih· <HHI 
Aborigin.ll persons ("Din~ctions t(l jury", FJ9H). 
Till' I'L'SL'i.lrcher kl'pt such issuL'S in mind during interviL~ws and furtlwr 
guarded against loss of reliability and validity due to cultural factors by 
submitting draft interviL'W questions toiln Aboriginal person in his 
acqunintance who gave feedback which resulted in some amendment of 
possible questions. 
Data Analysis 
The method, based on Colaizzi (1978), with some modification from open-
ended to semi-structured questioning, involved interviewing the selected 
participants and the following steps were used: 
Review of the literature on relevant research in the areas of Aboriginal 
culture, disability and advocacy. 
Doing in-depth (semi-structured in this study) interviews, collecting 
participants' descriptions of their experiences as Aboriginal people \vith 
disability and their use of advocacy. 
Keeping field notes of the researclwr's exp('rienc('s, insights il!ld 
decisions. 
Listening hl the tape recordings and reading transcripts <lf reC<Jrded 
interviews severt~l times to absorb them. Recording of researcher's 
reflections. 
Significant statements and terms were then identified and categorised. 
They were clustered into themes. With these the researcher referred 
back to the transcripts to verify them. 
Results from the data analysis were used to write exhaustive 
descriptions of the experiences of Aboriginal people with disability. 
Returning to participants to verify the descriptions of their essential 
experiences. This was done as much to clarify the identified themes as 
the descriptions of their experiences. 
Further material was then added to the literature review. 
Discussion of the findings and results in the light of the conceptual 
framework and literature. 
h1rt lwr .malysis was tlll'n dotw using Wolfl•nslwrgt'r' s 'wounding' ( l I.JH7) 
concL•pt in Social Role Valoriz<Jlion (Wolf('nsbergl'r, llJY2). 
Ethical Considerations 
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Participation was by informed consent only and participants were informed 
that they could withdraw at any time. In the case of persons with diminished 
capacity to make decisions in this respect, the researcher \Vas \villing to respect 
the wishes of such participants and liaise with the family, primary carer or 
guardian to confirm consent was given. It was the researcher's view that the 
participants with intellectual disability in this study were sufficiently 
responsive, able to understand the reason for this study and its confidentiality 
safeguards. Consequently, this was not necessary in this study, nor would it 
have been desirable with at least two of the participant~ with intellectual 
disability, given their significant conflict with their immediate families, as well 
as problems of geographical distance with one. Consideration \Vas given to 
people with intellectual disability in terms of particular ways of asking 
questions and obtaining their answers (Sigelman, eta!, 1983). 
The security of tape recordings and transcripts was assured through their 
locked storage with sole access by the researcher. 
A number was assigned to l'ach pnrtiripant to l'llSUf<' tlwir anonymity <lnd 
confidentiality of information provided. 
Data are reportL•d as group data und no identifying data W<lS used. 
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Upon completion of this research all tapes were JestroyeJ immediately. All 
transcripts of these recordings are held in safe storage for five years and will 
then be destroyed. 
The researcher undertook to not do anything, or publish any material, 
which may be harmful to the participants during any stage in this study, or 
after. 
Five participants were presented with a summary of the completed 
interview transcript in a comprehensible format. By their agreement, two did 
not receive a copy because confidentiality might possibly have been 
compromised. Because of the explicit nature of issues such as sexual abuse 
raised therein, two participants' limited eyesight and the lack of ability to 
assure safe storage by these participants, they were only read a final copy over 
the phone. Two participants could not be contacted again, due to their illness 
and inability to re-establish contact. 
Limitations 
It has beL'Il .ugul'd that to fulfil both roles of rl'~earclwr and <Hlvocak, <l~ 
this researcher dtws, is probll'matic <lS rest'<lrclwrs nved lo remain dL">Pil"siona{(' 
while advoc<Jtes 11L'L'd passion (Gelles,1994). Avis (1YY4) on the othl~r hand, calb 
this u false dichotomy <.md calls for gn2.1ter complexity in the consideration of 
this issue. This researcher recognises a tension between the two roles, but 
believes that in this research his background in advocacy is a benefit, allowing 
greater in-depth consideration of issues. It may be arguable also whether the 
assumption that researchers need to be dispassionate is correct. Certainly, in 
this study, long-term passion regarding human injustice has played a major 
part in sustaining this researcher in conducting this \Nork. 
Any limitations were anticipated to most likely be pre-existing advocacy 
constructions in the mind of the researcher, possibly occluding any Aboriginal 
expressions of advocacy raised in interviews. However, perhaps in part due to 
urbanisation and an apparently high level of contact with white persons and 
their culture plus an identified loss of Aboriginal culture, no particular, 
Aboriginal ideas of advocacy emerged. The main alternative to 'formal western 
advocacy' raised was advocacy by family members and service workL~rs, vvhich 
could be considered a common advocacy approach with the wider non-
Aboriginal culture. 
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/\s is a 1 so ex plo n •d u mlt•r ' 1\L'Sl'<l rT lwr and in forman I J"(' J; ll ion..,h i p', 1 h1 • 
rL'SL'Mrlwr w,ts abll' to link two fhtrticipanls to tlll ;rdvoc;wy <tgt·rKy. Tlw 
resL'<.1rdwr considL•rs that, <lS a moral inquiry, doing so rould not, indt•t·d ..,hould 
not, be avoided for sake of, for insl<tllCl', a rigid approach to 'objectivity'. 
Involving service providL•rs in finding participants may bl· considered 
somewhat problematic given that advocacy often stands in contradiction t:l 
support services, thus creating a conflict of interest situation. One way to deal 
with this was for the researcher to make this situation explicit. In practice, 
where this was thought to be a potential issue, service officers and workers, 
where they were contact persons, were asked to leave tiK interviev ... ·er and 
participant by themselves after introduction, and after consent for this to 
happen was given by the participant. 
Further, it was possible, because of the participants' heightened 
vulnerability, that the validity of this research would be adversely affected by 
the respondents' perceived power and cultural imbalances, and therefore may 
not be entireiy truthful (Demi & Warren, 1995). This was, at least in part, 
overcome by the use of A'Goriginal contact persons wherever possible (Barn, 
1994; Curry, 1992; Gething, 1995; Smeaton, 1996; Wolstenholme, 1996), the non-
threatening nature ot questions and the identification of participants with the 
disability of the researcher, who had quadriplegia and used a \Vhcelchair. 
Again, further discussed under 'Researcher and informant relationship', the 
cnmmon<.llitv of disability lwtWl'l'tl n'sl'ardwr and informilnls is lik<•ly to h<~vv 
Till' fl'searcl1l'r \\'i.lS pr"l'pdrl'd to usL' group inll'rviews if JLTl~<;s lo 
individuals proved too difficu It, showing design flexibi I it y. ll cu me clo'-ic to 
being nc· ,'S.'-i<1ry, but in the end did not need to be resorted to JS enough 
individual p;:a i-i :i; ·~· ·, tt~ were found. 
The research process 
This section reflects, more than any other perhaps, the interrelationship 
between researcher and particip<~nts. It is important to be aVI.'arc of its potential 
influence on the results, as is discussed under "limitations". 
Reflections on the research process. 
This study did not merely set out to explore the experiences of Aboriginal 
people with disability and explore their meaning, as a purely phcnomcnologic;:LI 
enquiry would do (Patton, 1990). It also employed the use of specific research 
questions in focussing on the specific purpose of this study, being the quest for 
reasons why Aboriginal people with a disability appeared to not use advocacy 
agencies in Perth to any great degree. A semi-structured interview structure 
was therefore used. 
This lws k•d to an inrrl'ased richm~ss of da!d with spt>cific n·ll'vann· t() this 
L~nquiry .1s participants, during tlw intL~rviL•w, Wl'rl' brought h<1ck to tlw 
specific areas under invl'stigatinn. J\t thL' s<lllH' ! itnL' tlw phL'Il( lllll~ll( Jl( Jgicill 
approach ensured a first-hand look into the ~wrsonal exp{'rit'nces of the 
informants, rele\·ant to the questions. These L'Xperiences then provided 
important insights into the interactions between Aboriginality, disability and 
advocacy. 
Researcher and participant relationship. 
In this study, being an 'insider' was considered to be an advantage. 
The researcher and informants hJd disability in common. It is relc\'ant to 
state here that the researcher had a long-term, visible disability, being 
quadriplegia and involving the usc of a wheelchair. It is commonlv recognised 
as a 'severe' disability and the researcher shared certain experiences with 
informants, including relatively frequent hospitalisation; institutionalisation 
(though briefly); certain family dynamics and disruption; being the subject of 
an ongoing range of support services; some illnesses associated with long-term 
disability and being exposed to the medical model approach to patients <md 
service users. The quadriplegia was probably most relevant where the three 
informants with quadriplegia were involved, having something so specific in 
common, hut it is fdt, it <llso providPd an imporl<lrll point of n·co)',nition and 
.lCl.'L•ptarKl' with tlw tltlwr inftlrlll<lnts. 
This nmlmon.llitv h<lS likdv contributL•d to greJter openness i.llld 
- -
acceptance of thL' n•searcher by informants although, in soml' wuys, it is 
possible that this has contributed to some other influenn·s in the pJrticipJnts' 
responses. 
This might have included, in the case of informants with quadriplegia, 
keeping some 1natters private. It is a fact that within Perth, many people \Nith 
spinal injury know each other, or at least are aware of others, and there is a 
likeiihood that at some time they will meet in hospital. The researcher, was 
aware of this issue during interviewing. The great level of openness about \'ery 
personal experiences, feelings and thoughts by most participants, including 
those with spinal injury, suggests it did not play a great role. 
It could have been a relief to some that they were not talking to a 
'professional' where they are asked to explain their circumstances to someone 
who might not understand their situation. It might have counted for something 
that the researcher explained his personal interest in, in advancing advocacy for 
vulnerable people with a disability as a dominant rationale for this study, 
besides obtaining a degree. 
No rt'St'<lfcill'r is ever totally ubjt·rtivl' and so will alw.1ys infltH'JK<' tlw 
bl'IM \' iou r of t lw p.1rt ir i p.mt (Minich il'l In, t •I al., I 'JYO; V till MatH ·n, I 'JYO), 
including that of non-hum.m, or t'V<'ll inert subjects (( 't~pra, llJHl). lt is ,1 
mattt•r of being cognis.mt <lf this and to nolt• ,my inrluencl's. 
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As a result of tht• interviews two pmticiprmts were introduced by the 
researcher to a Citizen Advocacy ugency who obtained advocnk•s for them, 
another example of researcher j informant interaction. The researcher 
considered that as this research is also a moral inyuiry he would play the 
additional role of introducing participants who could clearly benefit from 
advocacy, to a competent agency. This \Vas done after interviews were 
conducted and approved by the participants and so this intervention was 
unlikely to affect the data anyway. One of these people (not used in the study, 
being ineligible on Aboriginal criteria) obtained a much needed electric 
wheelchair through a Citizen Advocate, plus ongoing assistance. Another was 
matched with a Citizen Advocate and received help in obtaining the best 
possible supported accommodation option for him. 
In keeping with the findings of this study, these instances vividly illustrated 
the power of advocacy that seeks out people in need, rather than expect them to 
contact the agency, as well as the finding that Aborigin<ll people in this stud\' 
considered it of more importance to receive competent advocacy than .1ttaching 
overriding importance to by whom, that is an Aboriginal person, it is to be 
delivered. 
Reporting a bus~ 
Thrl'L' timl's partirip.lnts n•portt•d eXJWrit•JlCt' of Sl'XU<d a bust~. ( )JW only 
alludt~d to it and rdusL•d to t.1lk ,1bout it. Two others Wt'l\' frank in what hc1d 
happL'J1l'd hl them. OnL' had tlw perpetrutor dealt \Nith in court. In the cd-.c of 
7X 
the other man, who rcktted SL'Xual abuse by iJ service worker when a child, and 
another attempt from <1 worker at a different disability service at differl'nt times, 
he stated that he had met the first nbuser in more recent times. l-Ie also stated 
that he thought the man had abused many Aboriginal children and thought he 
had now passed away. He later contradicted this by raising the possibility that 
he might still be alive and still be abusing children: 
I even came across tlu: fellow ],1st ye.u or the year before and asked him why he did do 
it, because I could never understand. But of course lw'd ft1rgotten .1bout allliMt sorl of 
thing and I suppose he did it with many otlll'r Aboriginal chi!drL'tl, btlys and girls. 
think he's passed away now. rf he's still living Jw'd still be mucking around with 
children I guess. He used to work for a place called ....... whkh is pulled down now. 
The researcher now faced deciding whether to take any action based on this 
information, in order to stop further possible abuse of others. 
All participants signed a consent form that included a clause, alluding to 
the researcher's obligation to report criminal !"flatters if the pnrticipant raised 
them. Off the record the researcher probed the participant who then said he 
wus sure the perpetriltor had diL·d. WhL•n oHen•d to .'iel' if tlw n·st•an·Jwr could 
find an advoc<lcy agL'IKY for hi mill' rdust•d. Basvd on that inform;Jtion ilnd 
aftL~r discussing it with the supervisors, it was dt~cided that no furtlwr art ion 
should be t.1ken bv till' rt'SL'<lrcher. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS. 
XII 
In this chapter the research results arl' presenlt•J. The finding<;, which were 
derived from the interviews and small <~gency survl'y, an . .! discussed with 
reference to the literature and conceptuJI framework in Chapter six. A level of 
triangulation with Wo\fensbcrgcr's (19H7) wounding theory is pn,vided 
separately in Chapter six also. 
Findings and results from interviews 
This section reports on what the data show and what meanings arise from 
these. 
A considerable amount of rich data was obtained through interviewing the 
nine participants. This was examined for clusters of meaning and themes from 
which categories emerged (Colaizzi, 1978). 
• • • • 
Four categories emerged from the material and were analysed. Under the 
various category headings a number of themes are discussed. Quotes from the 
interview transcripts are used to support findings and results. 
Categories of themes 
The four catl•gories that W<'rt• itkntifil'd from tlw 1/wnlt''i wt•re: 
Category 1: The vvider Aboriginal contl'xt of disadvantagt~. 
Sub categories: 
Poverty 
UnemploymPnt 
Education 
Accommodation 
Powerlessness and acceptance of circumstances 
Imprisonment 
Discrimination and abuse 
Category 2: Loss of culture, family and relationships~ 
Sub categories: 
Loss of family and relationships 
Death 
Loss of culture 
Spirituality 
X I 
Catq_1,ory .l: Disability .md its impact. 
Concept of dis<~bilitv 
Impacts of disability 
Ins ti tu til mali sa tion 
Category -l: Knowledge and awareness of advocacy and barriers to it. 
Sub categories. 
Advocacy concept 
Family feuds 
Tribal and racial differences 
Shame and shyness 
Category 1: The wider Aboriginal context of disadvantage 
In this category the participants' experiences and perceptions of the 
Aboriginal context are reported, in particular those experiences relating to the 
double disadvantage Aboriginality and disability has meant in their lives. 
Poverty 
All informants WL'rL' dPpL•ndL·nl on a Dis;Jbility Supportl\·n~ion <lnd 
some found it hard to m<mage with this. 
I'm thiukius; a/•oul trnn:>port, I'm thiltkill;? a/Joutmour.:y, I'm tltillking a/Joutmy /Judge/. If I'm 
going to liN ill tin• middk (~{llllll'hcn: l'l'C gnt to rcmem/Jer tllati'I'C go/to pay 11/!IIICY to go /(l 
the shops and pay far a taxi a// tile way /lack lwltte, pay for a taxi In goal/the li'II!JIO _<.,Jwnlon 
Park and lmck and that's Ito/ cheap c1•cn tlwush f gt'l 75% o(f fleopft' say t/'5 only 510JJO tlr 
$11.00 aud I say maybe only $10.00 or $11.00 to you. 1 em mot work, so l!'lmt 11111 I going to IN' 
as SIIJIJ10rt? 
One participant related how she could not afford to buy a small garden 
shed to keep her equipment and other materials. Another spoke about the 
difficulty of saving up $300.00 to go and sec his relatives in the North-\Vcst. 
The subject of poverty did not come up directly in many interviews. The 
researcher did not rely on verbal stories alone to try and understand the 
position of the participants. Observation also informed the research. 
Two out of the participants had their own car. 
Two h,1d tl'iephones which could only n'Cl'iVt' incoming c<llls lwc;wsv tlw 
telephmw company h<ld discuntinut'd tlw ou\~'}lill)',conJwdion pt>ndin)', 
outstanding phone bills tn Lw paid. While in hospil<-ll, one participant cuuld not 
afford to pay for his telephone, by his bed, to be connected, £1 matlt•r of S5.00 \!l 
Sl 0.00 per week. 
Where the researcher entered participants' homes, there often was evidence 
of few and well-used belongings. 
Unemployment 
No participant was currently employed. Two attended T AFE. One had just 
published a book on his life and was in the process of writing another. Two 
said they could not work because of the disability. One was in her 60's and a 
householder. Two said they were "too lazy", making it seem as if they did not 
care. 
! had work expcrienci! in year 9, weut to kimiy as a tcacller, lcarniug IIIII I, !lieu the lihrary, lhcu 
Telecom. Tlwt was good. !liked that oue. 
They could not keep her there: 
No, I don't kuaw w!Jy, !mt if was really good. I tried to ge//l(lck iuto it /Ju/ .... 
\rVhen askL•d wlll'therslw wantl'd to work now slw rl'spnmkd indirl'd!y: 
(1/i 1/tl, 110/ l"t'il/ly. no. I tU/1 /nil lu::.y //PIP. 
One participant whn had had sheltered workshop experiencl' {'Xprl''->'->ed 
at a first intl.'rvil'\.V that hL' \-"/ilS w<:~iting for "his social worker" tn li.'->t him with il 
competitive employment <~gency· to find work. Some months l<~ter, on SL'ConJ 
contact, he was still waiting but had now just had an interview to take up 
sheltered employment again, incidentally at the same agency where he 
experienced sexual abuse as a child. 
I'm hoping and I'm waiting so I can contact the two employment agencies who spuke 
to me last year about maybe working in Coles, stacking things up. I find thnt sound:. 
like a fantastic idea. 
Among the participants he \VJS the only one looking for work. 
Past history of employment included one week as a kitchen homd, sheep 
shearing and administration officer for only three participants. The others had 
never been employed. One other participant had sheltered workshop 
experience. 
Education 
Two participcmts cu ITl'nll_v tltl.endl·d TA Fl :, both in main~tn><l Ill cltl">'->l''->. < )rw 
had p.1rtlplq~ia and orw h<ld an intL'Ill'Clwll disability. A man with intt•l!l'clu;J] 
disabilitv who Jttended a TJ\FF class said: 
• 
... ,..;mm·timcs llum• flm/J/em' 111 q·fwo/ with flw /ead/l'n .. '-../11' jiiiiiJ1' 1111111' 1111d I WIII/II/ 
concentmtc will! her slw11fiiiX at 11/C all tire lillll'. Mainly it I'> 111 till' c!ll!c;.;l' tlwillllll h111'111g 
d(fflmltits benwsc 1'111 Juwwg nightmares or snrlld/iilrg like that. 
The other man said that he had done some creative \\rriting classes at 
TAPE "much later in life" after at'tcnding high school for some time. 
One participant only, had completed Tertiary Entrance Examination. 
A man with paraplegia who lived in the country before his Jccidcnt, who 
had attended school till year 7, re-discovered, as a side benefit, some of his 
Aboriginal roots when attending T A FE. 
I all/ more include~~ ill flu' A/1orisi11al w/lurc now. IIN'd lomix wilh /ltl//i il'llitc J't'!'J'ft' and 
Aboriginal people. Siucc I've /Jecn goi11s /o TAFE I'PI' /cam/a /Iii Fom t'lhcr Al't'risi!/11/flt'tlJI/t· 
and mix more witll tllcmnow. Until/ wc11f to'IAI-T I did !lot rmlisl' lltll!' mudlhurllliac il'!l~ 
among 11/Jorigiua/ profile in Pcrt/1. 
Most participants did not attain a high level of formal education. 
H7 
Accommodation 
SevL'ral particip,mts expressed tlwy h<.1d h<1Ll troubk with tlw state public 
housin~ body in Wesll'rn 1\ustmlia. 
Troubles ranged from complaints about having family stay over to not 
getting the right accessible features installed. 
The firM Ito usc they put me in was/ike 110 acre5s a/ all. I wuldn'l get into lite lmtltroom so ll11ll 
meant 110 weekend leave. There li'IIS 110 room for alwi5t. II was Ilia/ small m1d cnmtfll.'d, it wa~ 
ridiculous, 
On several occasions participants told of having been allocated 
inappropriate housing by the public housing authority, before more accessible 
accommodation was provided, in two cases purpose~built. 
I was in Bnlga because like l said, I lind /Jot/t mylt'gs off a!ld I had a lt!'ll.'l' in lite Baiga area 
and I cvuldn' t reach the wphaards and tlwt' s wltcu lady from the women·~ n:fuse t/~tJugl!t ~~f tltc 
idea of me lwvi11g my own house because all the cup/10{!rds are IWW right a/my l"t'11d1. 1/wd to he 
in the wltcelclwir awl! couldu't I'O to the toilet /JecmN' the thin~ was that small trvinR to '\l'f 
0 C , L C 
lhro11gh, and the showers were all small tao. I ended up getting Stlllll'hodylo CO/Ill' tl/1/ and tafl.. 
about getting llll<-711 house for me. 
Having family come to stay for a while was a problem for two men, as the 
public housing provider frowns on this. 
.. . 111111d1' 11/11;,/ 11111111' {i1r 1/llf.'•dfill tlu.~ lw11~1·. 11111 ('11//flk of day·. Iliad lil!llllllll/111'. '-•1!1/W/IIJII"• 
Jlt'l'flll' iPtlllid ~!t't'/1 in i11'fl', tlwy'd fll.~l {iud 11 h1·dmo111., .It\ llf!tu 11/!'IJII/i/'•, llf' /o }/ 0/w J'ill•lu 
IIO/t.~iug /Indy). '1'11111".. /II!' l'l'lhPII Y don't 11'1/1111111' In /d 1111'111 •,/1'1'/' 1/l'n'. /1ut I lww fo rlruw tlwm 
/1!111/l' ollll'riPI~t·. i\ /'l'<iflk !In' 1'111/llll,li 1/1'111111d 1111d nmlillg lu1111'1k ullllli~ 1111/1'.1' 111111 {nul 
~0/Jh'l'llt' ski'f'lll,\ lrcn· 1111d you llfll'l'ln /'IllS /Ill' pol in· to,.,;!'/ 11!1'11111/1/ ... 
Public housing was obtained by thin.! parties for a few participomt<>, 
including a social worker, an Aboriginal health service and a worker in a 
Women's Refuge. One man described a Mental Hospital getting him public 
housing accommodation. 
I wa~ in X (mt'lllnl hospital) for 11 while 11111f when tlll'y scnl/1/t' out )' (/Jiih/ic hou~illg authority) 
got if for me. I was in X jl1r huo da_lf5111ld t!rcy eudcd up getting Ill is house for me. X lrc!J'l'd 
me. It wa~ quite good. I Cllll lil•c iu f1t'IICL' for awhile. 
One participant, now Jiving in an Aboriginal hostel, said he 'van ted to 
obtain public housing, to live in by himself, even though he thought it might be 
lonely. He relics on a social worker to make this happen, and trusting this 
process declined an offer by the researcher to be put in touch with an advocacy 
agency that might help. So far, he has been waiting seven years and is yet to be 
offered public accommodation. One of the reasons for wanting to live b~· 
himself may have been his previous experience of having been taken advant.1gc 
of by his family. 
/t'l't'/1 had lt•l.~ oliii"S!IIIIt'llh u•i /It lilY old a hrollwr. l VI IIIII/ Ill!' IIIII''• ll/ Y (J•ri/1/!r /Jo/1'·111,<.: 
1111 I hori ty) /itl/1 ~~ •• 1 (you ;./ w f(' a IJou ~~ · ... , 11 .'1'( I ji 1/' !11'>/1111~"~ • 111 y hm/111' r 1111111 ltd I" d111 rgt• 11w 
$WO,OO (If $.l/JOJ}(J !lr ... omelhinx_!,w 1/!t• rml and ll/!a~n'Jiii!lllg o•itlt lln1t. I ll'rh /!o111x ll'tlftmy 
;.;mlltflllt'lhcr". 
Powerlessness and acceptance of circumstances 
Most participants had not initiated many actions themselves to improve 
things in their lives? some had. 
Some learned that if they complained no action would be taken anyway, 
and this might have worsened their situation. One recounted how, on 
'reporting sexual abuse as a nine year old no action whatsoever was taken and 
the abuse continued. 
I told tlw 111111/flger but lw didn't do much ofmzything. 
And when the same person was sexually harassed again later in adult life 
by a support worker, all that happPncd was that he was offered a change of 
worker. The offence was not pursued by those who employed him . 
. .. there was a fellow they :;ent from same co111pauy wlw was suppost'd /!l act as alwtllhcr tomt'. 
take me out len-pin bmv!ing orwludever rllllllt'l'kt'llds 1111d lit' look me ltl flit• flllll 11J1d il ii'IIS 
enjoyable and rf course l1e keeps touching 1111' 011 ll1c backside all t/1c time. . . . I rcptwlcd il ltl lilt' 
social worker awl/ was offemllmotller huddy. 
-
Otlll'rs b.1nwd to accPpl tlll'ir situiltion ns unaltl•rahh·. 
This same attitude was reflected by a mother of two sons with brain Jam<lge. 
A participant with brain damage was also philosophical about his lot. 
f supposf! it was 11/f!a/lt to be. I ju~t 111ish f wa5 a normal /}('r"on soml'lillli'5 /JuiiiPil!IC i~ pc!fec/ 
ell? 
About using doctors, acknowledging that advocacy and help was 
sometimes needed to get something done, one man said: 
If you approach til em yourself you've gol1w hope of get tiug 1111 ytl1i11g. 
On the other hand, a woman with anns and legs amputated did not feel 
there was anything much that should be changed in her lifl~. Slw described how 
the white family she was being raised in was good but didn't let her do enough 
for herself, so she "ran" away to a women's refuge and learnt to cook and wash 
herself. 
I dou'tfind rmytlliiiS n•ully lwrrl, ltlull1111g~ mysdf 1/wd /u r/1! i/111_/j~r·/f (/!1/l·ltllr·ftl (/wr 
//(l/1/(' /ill PI/), 
Again though, this \Vornan did not initiate il move to nccessibll' public 
housing accommodation when she needed it but this W<ts (acilitatl'd by J 
Women's Refuge worker. 
Imprisonment 
'II 
Three informants had been imprisoned. All were male and had an 
intellectual disnbility. Two talked about having been imprisoned in a matter-
of-fact way and could not identify areas of discrimination or abuse while 
imprisoned, apart from finding it "hard". One mentioned being protected b~· 
his nephew who was incarcerated at the s.:~mc time. A third \'\'as frightened b\' 
prisoners fighting among themselves and a prison officer, who sav: him as not 
coping, organised a social worker to visit him. 
Participants were, understandably, not very forthcoming on reasons for 
their imprisonment. It included disorderly or offensive behaviour. 
I've /lew in the lock-up for girls rmd for fighting. 
Another llhlll with bt\lin damagt• had bt•t•n imprisotwd in h·t·lll<l!ltlt· flrison, 
long sitKl' c\tlst•d, wlwrc lw said hl' found it hard but was abk to look aflt•r 
himst•lf. 
1/wd a.fl:_.:lrlwitlr amrmlcra. l-Ie rcl"kPIII'd ltc'd try 1111d )JIII/II !JI'L'f 11/1', ~u I ~au/ 
l'mrwt .fi"rSIIIt•rrt•d oflfilll mrd 1/rilliilll and !II 1/wtlilllc lll.lf knee tn•r~/l.'d and I sml,h~·d lwnl 1•!1 
my leg. / /wd long lwir 1111d Ill' gra/1/,cd 11/C /1y lilt' /wir p111/in~ 111e . ... / xottomy_(i·d 1111d lw 
011/!l' /1ack willr a /Jell a11d ~11'111/g tire /11rck/c 111 me. J ;;;ra/1/)('d il 1711!/ J'lilkd 1/ o~(Jrim ... af/cr lila/ 
Ire l!l'l'l'f gipe 11/e 1liiY trou/Jlc. I ~or/ of slmightew:d /rim out. one mry or 11//(lt/ra. 
Discrimination and abuse 
Participants offered some specific examples of incidences of discrimination 
and abuse. 
A man with visual impairment related an instance of abuse by the public 
while being bemused by the possible cause for it. 
.,,,it was late, tile trains were finis/ted am/ I decided to 11111/k all tltc way lmd: toll ....... I ~tlrlt:( 
got a hit tired a/aug tlte ·way, almost sleepy walking mrd smnc/,ody drm•c pa~tmc 1111d 1/m·u• mr 
egg at me. l didn't ktww wlrat it was, so I ltappcncd In so to 11 petrol sfolimrmrd I a~J.:cd 11 
policemmz wlwwas there. I didn't know Ire was apoliccrmm. He JPIIS in rm!fiH·m 11!/d I t"tlrlldu'l 
~·cc what was thrown on my face 1111 fill asked !tim aud Ire told me il 1(1/t~ 1111 !'SS· 1 t't111/d11'1 
underslmtd wlty the persou did tltat, maybe /1ecmrsc I !tad Ill is 1mrtiorlar watdrtltat IIS!'tlto 
make a rooster noise f!/1 tlzc time? 
;\young \Nom,lll, with childn•n, idl•nlilil'd <Is the only di"L'<I o/ 
discrimin.1tion, thl' b.1d trl'.llnwnt slw got from i<Jxi drivers. 
'" 
I hauc /tad a/1r/1r{ /rou/!11' rPifh III.H drin1'1"~, i(tlwy ~~·r• 1'111 ;\/Joriguw/1/ll't(f! /1/kl' .. f{. /!tt"lf 
WP/1'//rit'k 1111' IIJll'l'fll m/t!'/1 Jam.~/tlnding lit1'/'t' ll'i//i my 111'111~ ~//1111 1 illg !Itt'/// 1/w/f ill!/ (~II) 
di:;af,ilify_WII knou•, illl'y ju~t dril'c p11s/. rlutl' . ., '>lltlll'lll'nl/tl'lft/11/hlll. II r"lltdd /11' 11 i'rild 111gltl 
and my hit!:; and me could l•c ~lltlttling outside _\choo/ wailinx /(JJ· a ~-1111 yuu kmltl'. 
Sexual abuse occurred to a man with intellectual disobility as a child, by a 
service worker, from within the service system that was meant to be helping 
him. 
I find it hard to forget tllings, hut trf cour~c, 1'111' go/ ll1i11g~ tlwlwilllldp lilt' lo_(!1rgl'l. Thing_, 
like ahuse and sexual a/JUSt' ... That was wh('ll I /il'l'd al file ... sciJoo!tJ!on:_.; time ago. l Vht'/1 _111111 
nrc a child, especially if you're m1 All0rigi11al c!Jild, 1_{_11011 C(llllt' /11 tiic cil_l/llllll_lf!l/1 mc!'ltl_/"c/!tlil' 
you would tl1i11k would look nflcr youprl'ily well and lake care t~{you, rmd lilt' II thc_lf just usc 
you ji1r only one Ill i 11 g. Espl' c ia/1 y !f you lll'1lt' r knew a/1ou 1 sex. 
Another man with intellectual disability told of sexual abuse by his uncle. 
By contrast, a service worker had helped him, successfully, to tab.:> the issue tn 
court. 
Several participants explained that discrimin.::ttion could also be experienced 
as coming from other Aboriginal people, particularly where an individual 
might have a mixed Aboriginaljwhitc heritage, as one participant explains. 
flo/( llii'!Jin·lll 1111'/iJu· II I'll.~ di{ji'l"i'/11. lmwh;, Ill!'!/ don'tluuw 11111111/n dfl loi/IJ Jill'. Wl/1'11/'m 
- . ' ' ' 
//ill/It' they /rca/me lil•.i'l/ duld 1111d /_li·d -~~~out oft'lon·. lik1· /'mnulllf'llrlnf it. WI/I'II I 1 rl///1' 
f,m·k /tl flcr/11. wc/11111'11 Sill//!' o{llll'lllll"m/1111' li!.c /tllll~·ll/1 11/wrigimd. \VI/I'II 1'111 hul/11' •.r!!/11" "/ 
llu·m ln'11/ me like lll/1/llll'hilt'f't'r~u/1. 
Particular family names were associated with a "bJd name" and two 
participants said they wanted to change their names so they woukl no longer be 
associated with their particular Aboriginal family. This wish was expressed in 
relation to their image with the public housing authority and was also 
connected with inter-family fights. 
A female participant answered in the affirmative when asked whether 
discrimination because of Aboriginality was worse than discrimination because 
of disability. One man put the discrimination and abuse in the context of the 
overall situation Aboriginal people experience in Australia by saying; 
We are visual alims in our own cowJII~f· 
Category 2: Loss of culture, family and relationships 
In this second category participants refer to their losses of relationships, 
family and culture and their feelings about these. 
Loss of family and relationships. 
In asking about f.m1ily contact six participants did not hilvv any or Jitth· 
familv contact. Four of those spoke of thnt Joss by stating they did not cont<Kt 
<.lll\' more. As one individun! snid: 
"No, I ju~llikc to /1c on my owu sort of tllillg you know. 
IJ_~ 
Some lost contact with family because they could no longer, because of the 
disability, travel around to visit family members as one 111<111 \vith quadriplegia 
described. 
I was a tmr-moay wlu:n I wa~ a youug h!okc like 11'1' all oucrt•l ~IIJ'f'tl~t·. I SIIJ'JlO~I' hccm1s~· P(llly 
Ahorigiual- you know, tilt' wandaiug, ypu Ctl/11/0/ do th,lt anymon· so you/nose nl!llad 1uitli 
your i1111cr family, you'vt' still got your lwot/lcrs 111111 si~fcr, your uw/}ll'r anrl}i1/lwr. Hc!"~lll~c I 
11111/l/1 Ahorigiual and comrfromtlll cxtcudcd_{lllnily i'i'1'1'!JIIml' aud then il't' usc./ to lake <~({'to 
srr mmty sud1and such or uncle .~oand so, and we migllll'llmp tlu'l'c_(t1r the uight /'111 .1/tl/1 
em mol do that ina wheelclmir. 
At the same time, this man also expressed a wish to keep distance from his 
family. He said that he couldn't afford having his family to come and visit him. 
1 had lo separate myself from my 1\/Jorigina/ cult/In', I cmlllilt keep tlJlt'llltollscjill' them !f I il'l/111 
to suroive and stay Ilea/thy. It means !never see 111,11 /Jm/l~tT II/I .If 11101'1' and I !Jat is paiu)i1l. 
i\ p.lrticipant who ,1s <l child spent much linw in l'rincess M<~rgan•t 
J-lospit.11 Pxpl,linl'd that being away from lwr homt• <lfl'il so frt'qut•ntly lllt'dnt 
she lost contact with familv members. Another confirms that Lhis is no isolJll'd 
occurrence for adults either. 
I 'l'c ~Ct'll my people come and go fronl hosritnl/wcause they don' I look af/1-r llri'IIJ.~elw~. 1 lw 
gol'emmcllt doe~ lml'L' Ill/ added respt'llsil,ilityfor lt/wrigiuaiJJ{.!Of'h: lwm11~1' llley'n• /llkwg /hem 
out of a culture awl putting /hem into n 1il/(aeut plan·, thc11 they're ~ending lhe/11/Jtlrk /11 llwir 
culture ... 
The loss of family and loss of relationships are of course, often, close!~· 
related matters. There was little opportunity and time for main ten<~ nee or 
development of relationships with family for those who were often 
hospitalised, away from their family. This WilS particularly impactful for 
children, such as was true for three of the participants. 
!neva lived wifiimy fmuily, like I said I wa~ lwougllt up with ll'ilitc people. Aud ~o I!!C)J just 
come nud sec me 011 the wcckeuds, you can' I go llm'uglt weekdays bcnm~c ~~f file ~clloolil!g al!d 
t/Jat. Tiley used to just come weekends lll!d take 1111:011/. Ellt'l'.lfOill' kll!'ll' Ill!' /rill I didn't hlll'll' 
them, knmv Illlwt lme11n? 
One sister 1/mven't met yet /lut the rest oft he /1rothcr.~ I !tau!'. I thiuk my ~i~tcr miglttl't' //!Wind 
lwre somewlwre but lllapen't met l1cr yet. 
One of these partirlpanis has regained a small measure of cont<~ct with her 
family. Another felt completely alienated: 
'Jl 
Death 
The ultimate loss of family could be snid to be when death occurs. Death was 
an inherent part of Aboriginnl experience for a number of particip<mts. Indeed, 
during the course of this study one participant came close to death through 
collapsed lungs and now lives with the aid of a respirator. \tVht'l' .king to 
his mother about this she mentioned how they were due at a young cousin's 
funeral the next day. 
One participant recalled his experiences with ill-health, substance abuse 
and violence within his family, leading to tragic loss of his fmnily rncmbcrs and 
family relationships. 
I ju.••l came /Jack from H ...... 1 wetJf to visit m.v mot/wr Hl/wlwd a ~tn1kc. Sin·'~[ a/n,ays lwcua 
ltcavy dri11ker a/1/wr life ami she was a youug girl wltcll she lmd us /1oys aud tl/11' sir/. Ouc ,.;rstcr 
J haven't met yet, but tile rest oftlw /Jrolllt'I'S 1/uwc. I tl1i11k my sis/a mi,o;;lltl>t' 1ll'llHIId llt'n' in 
Pl'/'th. lllaven'l met her yet". /met m;1 dad for tile first f imc iu 1980. l-Ie 11'1/S .J-0 lPIII'H I iPII.' 
:!B. 1 was startiug to get tn know I lim. We got along pretty well. A1y 111111111111d I didu't 
cmumunicate muc/1 because she was a driul.erawl J can l'OIInmrllitale t'IISil'l' ir•itltlll,lf dad. lwa.' 
death and left iu the grttter. My mmty mtd I wcut to St'C lum inlll'SJlilalmrd tllat /P1IS ;us/ 
about tile last time . ... I did rwt want to crrJ for11111 fililh'l'lll tire tintcm/as 1/rad ouht ;us/lit!'/ 
. . . . . . 
/rim for tiJe first time in years. my /lrotlrer beat me because I would 11ot cry . .. . one ~~r 111.11 
/Jrotltcrs li'IIS los/ 111"0111111 C. ...... las/ !ft'llr. Tllt•y only Jwmd IIi~ wall!'/. Nu IIIII' knum~ !PI Ill/ 
IWf'f't'llt'd to !Jim. 
Thi~ same man was concerned for the future of the younger Aboriginal 
population in his home area in the North West. 
... ~omc of tile you11g people /IOU' arc starting tv get 011 tile grog awl tile older ows have /Jee/1 1m 
tilt' grog 1111d ~tlmC of them arc gd liug off tile grog. There's been a lot of deaths in gro;.;, a/moM a 
fimerai l'l.lcry day of tl1c week. 
The experience of death was common also to another man, only in his late 
twenties, who remembers his dead "baby sister" who died as an infant, and 
whose parents died while he was still young. 
Yeah, 1 had a 1/111111 1111d dad but they'vc passed Qtl •.• , 
Loss of culture 
Several participants were taken from their families to Perth because of care 
and medical attention being available there and not in the country. 
Yeah, I tltink there's a lot that's missed out. At the moment I 11111 just ~fartiug to get to kuow all 
my relations, my people. It's takwme all tllis time to look for them, llllt llt'l:'er mind. 
1}1) 
lam.fiwu M ... , 11 filth• town llfi//Pr/11. My motlwr mnldn't/ouA lt/ir'r II.'• ku/·, ~o 1 Wit~ lookl·d 
~~ftt'r/1!f111Y smi/I!JIIIr!'llfs in/' ... unt/,·r Natir11' Wcljitrc. '1'111' ~dtuolll'llt'lwr 111 11 .... uutin·d 1 
!tttd mt t•yc sigltlfii'Ohll'/11111111/ (111111' /u lite /J .... . ~dwol 111 /'n/lt 111 / 1)/ I. I IIIII'> 1//llr' mlw11 I 
ntmc to Pat It {n1111 fl ... Somt• of my fii'OJI!t'l/rt' Nyutt,'.:ll/11111 ~!IIIII' from '>trdky ~/ultmt bull 
dt!IJ'I knoll' wlwtlri/lc I /1!'/ons, to. I 11111~ ne1w initia/l'tl, w t/111/\ why llwt; tlunk uf 1/11' 1h II hur; 
ltt•t a.• fllllltltlll. I dt•lt't j(l/i<Jitl /ri/111/ t/1/lys /lut/'d like 1!1 !t'llm .... !JI''>, "'Y grrtndlltr!/l/l'r 11111/ 
unclt' might teaclt lilt'. 
It was surprising to the researcher that a number of participants referred to 
themselves as "half-castes" and "quarter-castes", terminology the researcher 
would not use as it is thought of as offensive to a people who identify their 
Aboriginality by their shared culture, not skin colour. For one participant, his 
part-Aboriginal, part European heritage had caused trouble with relations with 
members of his tribe, and, for him, was one factor in not being included in 
Aboriginal culture. 
Sometimes you end up muddled up rmd mixed up. Its like a /ug-o-war; yourfull-/J/ooded side, 
your white side. 
This man, who had a visual impairment, described being ridiculed by his 
family. 
1 went to tlze ba11k mtd my older brother, lte treats me like a child, like l'mHfill13 or 'l2 or 11, 
mtd he started to yell and said f .... wlwre are you mtd i11 .'lte li11e-up lw asked so/ltc/IMy, lim'c you 
seen my brother, a young half-caste boy and he's cross-eyed. I fdt really cm/mrmsscd i11 fi'(llt/ t~( 
even;body. 
A participant with quadriplegia described how he dcliL·wrately cut himself 
off from his Aboriginal culture in order to be protl'dt•d from llw impact of 
holding <111 'open house'. lie believed thnt his hL•alth and wider intl'rt•sts 
would have suffered if he had not done so. All the snme, wlwther it was a 
combination of being rejected by others and rejecting them, in rl'sp!lnse or by 
design, the outcome was painful. 
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1 tlliuk tire painful bit was 1/mt nobody wanted you tmy more. I don't kumu wl1dlwr llwl\ lilt' 
Europcau part t~f me IWt'r-ling tt1 be wanted or wlwtlwr it's tl1e Ahorigiua/ part of me. 
Some other participants did not identify a loss of culture, possibly because 
of their, more recently acquired, disability and where disability has not 
prevented individuals to live within a relatively supportive family, such as was 
the case for three participants. 
I've got my kids, my two daughters, aud my amity who liPt:s just down tlw road. Site COl/It'S here 
even} day aud helps me out. 
I 0 I 
Spiritu_~lity 
rive participants lllCiltioned spiriluail!xperieHCL'S as Oll'illlillgfuJ ilt".tanrcs 
in thL•ir lives. They tt~lkL•d nbout tlwir spiritual contacts ilnd their nvtxl to bt• 
close tn nature. In some instances, to some extent, this may perhaps havt~ been 
n reflection of the few human relationships in their Jivl!S, seeking some 
surrogates for these relationships. The researcher docs not, in saying this, wish 
to diminish any of the inherent value of the spiritual influences that participants 
felt. 
It is in recognition of the possible compensatory role L'f some of these 
feelings and influences, as well as an Aboriginal attachment to the land as part 
of their spiritual framework, that spirituality is included as of relevance to the 
overall topic of loss. 
VVIten //tad my leg off I was a totally different person. /was totally withdrawn iutomy own 
body and another spirit was iumy body but I got it out, God Ctl/11!' down tol1dp with I !tat. 
Tl~ere are spirits that help me, as H't'llas my sister and my lwotfn•r. 
/like to be close to motlter nature. I feel close to tlte earth, mather uature is goad tome. 
So sometimes I get a bit lonely, then I get a bit frustrated. I'll go dowu to tire creek aud just /umc 
a quiet moment in time wit/1 myself aurluature ... 
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Another participant had some expL•riences whill' in <1 comil, aft<.!r her car 
accident, wherL'in hL'f then unborn baby survived. She h<Jd nunwrous Sl~ssions 
\Nith a psychiatrist afterwards to alleviate her fears of" going mad". 
llwd a.fiunily ~tamlit1S /!doll' 11/t'lltllltl wluk llxllltn/lil'mmlltl{/1'111, .'>u tllnther word,, I Wtl~ 
lctwing flit' Earth to cn1.'s ova and I had my family on lfw other ~ide- my xmmlrop, my dad, 
1111 mmlyand that, awl my gnmdpot'lllld /wid tfnue lw11d awl tltc oilier haw! /lith hanging 
down and it wa~ like, well, ytm make a choice, L'ifha you want In L·ome up hac wit/1 us or you xo 
;;;1d, dou;n tl1cre with tltem. The tiling that made me dumgc my mind (Oas the whole lime IJI•as 
in'' coma, all I kept picturing was a baby capsule and I ilwugltt 110 rJUt• ill our family ltas !tad tl 
baby recently and if was like Jesus, my child must have survived and lwre I 11111 felling go m.d 
saying I doll 't want to deal with tl1is. If wr.s like no, 1'1.'C got to gn back awl see - tlw wriosity 
gat the betta (If me- l had fa see what this baby capsule was holdiu:.;. 
Category 3: Disability and its impact 
In this category participants' offer some insight into their concept of 
disability and how their experiences of disability have impacted in their lives. 
Concept of disability 
Most participants did see themselves as having a disability. These included 
major, visible disabilities such as quadriplegia and amputations. The 
limitations that their disabilities presented were keenly felt at times. 
All talked freely about their disability, t~nd its impt~cts were idt~nlified as 
both physical and socit~l. 
IIL1 
I ~IIPfiO~c tlw otlll'r liard thins: a/Jm/11/ lli~a/1i/ity i.'> lwoin:.: _.,u/1/l'illlf' rln·~~ you and wu~h you, you 
.fi.·t'lli/.:c 11 compklt' duld all Ol'l"r a:.:ain. 
I cawwt.filr:.:t'f 11/ltJII/IIIY di~a/Ji/ity ..... l/ostmy l~g rmrllltiW 1'111 ju~/ flcrt' with Ill_!! 1/Jert', 
/Jattliug. 
An older woman identifted a disability as having very visible attributes 
such as the use of a wheelchair. She qualified that however by including 
deafness . 
.. . mainly I suppose in the wlwelclrnirs, tlii11gs I /rat come to mind more when you see them ill tilt' 
wheelclrnirs. 
The same person commented on deafness as a disability too . 
... if t/Jey camwt /war wlmt you're snyi11g it's got to ben di!->ability doesn't it. 
One participant, from eastern Western Australia, had only later in life 
realised that her multiple amputations were a disability as she had never mixed 
with people identified as having a disability. Having lived now in Perth for a 
considerable time she talks about her amputee condition as a disability and 
recognises it as such. When she first met people with spinal injury while in 
hospital she was astounded. 
l'z•c 1/t'l't'r mixed with a person with 11 di~r1/1i/ily so /wouldn't k11011' hom llwy go. /'111' alm11y~ 
bcenl!•ilh.fiunily. 
I wa~ 5Jlllll tiU/. '/'1/1' wllt'l'ldunr (IJ'!I!'It•, fikt• ymnsl'/f, you knnrt•, J'nr'l/f'/ll'r ~1'1'1/ 11 (IJ'r~t!/1 i1111 
!Oiitc!dtair. l'<•e ,.;1'1'1/l'lll go hy hut you -~IOJIII!IIllltiuk o/1 gee, .... !'"(/{• ll!'/!1'r rt'tllllt ~~·t·l/11!1 
IIIIIJ!IIIt't', li~e I say I }11.~/ slid.: In my 011111 SPrl offli'Oflle nwl 1/mt'~ ilnud llwl ~or/ oftlfwllnl 
my (1ft'S IIJl, sor/ n_( thiug. l-ImP 1/n·y j11st go 011 !i?•ing day hy day. 
She related that her family still did not sec her as having a disability or as 
any different to them. 
No, tl1ey do11't eve11 think like that. They just help. !_(I ask for help, lht·y ltelp me. Disability 
doesu 't cut a their lu:ads. 
This statement was interpreted to mean that, despite her disability, the family 
continued to see her as a loved and valued family member, not that they 
regarded her as not having a disability. 
Impacts of disability. 
Some impacts discussed here have been discussed above but it is 
considered relevant to give an insight into instances where the participants 
were very aware of particular impacts occurring in their lives because of their 
disability. It must be acknowledged of course that many issues arc interrelated 
and are not always easily isolated. 
IO'i 
SL'Veral participants described having lost friends bt·c<:~ust• of tlw onsl'l of 
disabilitv. 1\ man with quadriplt'gi<~ gives an ex.:11npll' of this. 
Yca/1, I /lad 11 100 i\bon;.:illalnwf!'s, I IICU!"r still' ow tifl//1'11111(/t'r 1/•rukt• my 111'1 k, hut 11111tl11 
dt•:etl N hut• 11'/Jitc males- llll'l/ (1/1111'. Hut I lhink 1111/!j one Ahongi1111l /Joij I ~W'Il' 1 tl///1' to lnlk. 
. . . 
Nm1• I don't :-"t't' him nla/1. 
A number of participants were dislocated from their own country and 
peopie because of the perceived need for medical treatment and support 
services in the city. For instance, while still a young man with paraplegia in the 
South West of the state, this participant found it logistically too hard to live in 
the country of his birth. 
Tlwrf? were some tltings that I achieved in sm11e ways llllt in tin• couulry it's too tough_{t1r pcol'le 
in wheelchairs. Tlw facilities aren't there; flw hospitals und the cite mist. They lmFI.'II 't got the 
equipment you need. 
Six participants did have support from one family member only, some on 
an unreliable basis. As discussed some had no family support at all none at all 
and felt abandoned. 
Some in the family do sometimes take advantage of the disability while 
others help. A man with intellectual disability describes this well. 
1/md (/ 111111111/1/d dad /111/ 111!'_1/f!IIS.~Cd Ill/. /'or xotmy ~i~/1'1". S/w '• good /o II/I', '•"!' look 11/lt'/" /Ill" 
and 111~1' t"t/1"1' o(/111" spr/ t{l/un:.; /111/ -~ollll'limc 1(/ gu 1111ilo!Jduy ~lw'/1 :-;ohm k 111111 1 lw1 k o11 tlli·. 
quite sood. S(lllldoll''" my other ~i~kr /li·,·n/u·n· /lt'{im·. I 11111~ 1111/w/Hia1J~ am/ I'd ;u~t 1 111/11" 
/>1/("~from my 1111/ida_lf-" and my nll11'r _,,_~ta hc1'/l /ttJck in IIIIJ llu11~1· and \Ill' /1r(Jkr 111 /J1r /JI/1 A duor 
and !JtiCked 11/!f sfi'n'l'. 1\ COIIf'lt• o(days Iuter I ;.:ot it htl(kj/"omlwr,Jrul/1 ilw fl/111'11 \/top. 
...... She'd l•t't'll I11Ckcd 1111 in X (11'1111/t'll'~ pris1111) for a /on;.: linw 1111/l/l!e pnfi11' wm!'tld ha g11 
becai/St' 1/zey kiWI !I 1/mt size stole my /1t'.1'/ door neig/i/l(lur'_, uzr 1111d l1111k all tl1e lh111g\ 1111'111/ 
fromlmn. Sill" t'l't'll sttJ/e Ius crock flo/. 
Sexual abuse has been reported under other sub categoric:; but can also be 
considered a result of heightened vulnerability through disability. Several men 
with intellectual disability told of sexual abuse, by service workers, family and 
the public. 
... I wwt to the toilet ami Ollt' 111111111pproac/Jcd me rmd hi.' took my c/(l{/lcs t~tf 1111d ... and tl111t':' 
the rcaso11 I took along time, I spent 20 miu11tcs in there. 
Imprisonment has also been dealt with under another category but could 
also be considered to be a direct impact of disability, particularly intellectual 
disability. These overlaps highlight the interwoven nature of the double 
disadvantage Aboriginal people with disability face. Several participants with 
intellectual disability had experience of incarceration. One man with 
intellectual disability described his involvement in criminal activities wlwn a 
young teenager, causing him to be imprisoned. 
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Whc11 l {111/S locked Uf', 1PIII'n I was "15, I was r111111inx mum/111/{f /Jrl'aking i11fo 
people's houses, r111111i1tg tiiiiOk t/1/{//l!ey co111tl not lu11uflt' 1111' J'riiJWrly. 
In prison he then found lhings "frightening". 
Some participants expressed feeling less self-worth although others Jid not 
seem to feel this. A man describeJ that after the amputation of his leg he had 
lost his sense of identity. 
l didu't kuow who I was . 
.. . I am just a boring pers011 now. [used to walk evenfivlwre. 
Institutionalisation 
Institutionalisation, in hostel, nursing home, hospital, or prison was a 
common experience for most participants. Accommodation in these places 
increased their vulnerability to isolation, experimentation, violence and abuse. 
One participant related how, after initial hospitalisation, he was 
accommodated in an old person's nursing home as the only Aboriginal person 
from among a group of people with spinal injury who went from the hospital to 
the newly established nursing home for people with spinal injuries. 
JOH 
/\)fer my rdw/lilitalioll I cndt·d up iii 11 C-du.~s llt!Sfli/ul, llw ... wultllm· Wll'• 111111/un· 
rclw/Ji/illllion!ls.flu·tls they were t'olln't"lll'd- ll1is I /IUS .!0 IJI'IIr~ 11go. I t/JinA I mu·. ju~J drot'l'''d 
<11/ltl(f/w S,/'imJ! 11111rd ... and 1'\"fli'dt'd to lw ji,r,;o//1'11 filii I di1'. lfllllld g11ttiiUj l!illh ·!If! Ill!' /"I' I'd 
hrll't' so/It'll Pill I~,. IIIli/ f!/il(t'. !lr·grodnts thing ... liht• /lt'/1/,'i dmg,'~t·d Jllnlllgll 1/w /J/I!m/y I /1'1/1/IIIX 
lit!llld PI/ /IJ,•toi/1'1 St'lllllllll />,·ins '''"f'O't'd to tilt' l'innmh umfuli /1111! ....... 1/wr;wnt·tltt• 11/11'·' 
degrading ll1i11gs. I lauin;.: to gotol•cd at 4 o'dock 1111/w u{inlll!l!/1 ami gl'l /Ifill/ f() 111 1/Jr· 
moruiu_..:. SP you'ue got SIX I lours iu 1111' wllcddwir lllllil'iJ.:hlt't'lllll lwd- 1111d 111111\11 ).4 .'fl'tlr uld, 
it lifcmlly kills 111/.'f 1//lll•i/11111~ or 1/ll.lf spark ,111111'1•1' xot tlwrc" 
After this man entered a nursing home specifically catering to those with 
spinal injury he found himself immersed in the medical model approach to 
care. 
~f your doctor who hns just saued your life snid to you, I cmt i;c/p you move your haw!, wl1idt 
is sometllhlg you pray for every day of your life, well- go ahead, do it. He is not gt1i11g to It'll 
you it's exprn'mwtnl, we're e:r.r1erimentin,~ 011 you ... Wt' were ill a /a/JOmtory as_ft1r a.~ lam 
concertted. We were nllla/Jomtory rats. Tl!nt was /he .. . (lwute .(!1r spnwl inju rt'd f'CtlfliCJ, /111 t 
coming from the ... (old persons' 1111rsing home) to me if seemed like t1 nice la/>omtory, you 
kum11. I didn't mind being in a nice la/1orntory. 
Some participants had been patients at a mental health hospital . 
Its allrigltt in ... (mental ltcaltltllospital, locked ward). You get sick (~f the /'lace ~~ftcr a while 
but wheu you get to knmo them its okay. Hut this was i11 a locked ward: there was altl/t~( 
pressure on me while 1 was ill there, kept walking aromul wanting tofigiJI cl'cry/ltldy. Aud I 
fought o11e bloke there and they locf.:ed me in my room, in 11111.'11/llfy rotl/11, l111d they mild!' tilL' 
sleep in tltot empty mom with 110 shirt on. I Wl'lli 1111111/'lllld It lid 1wt .fi·l'l it (tlw !'old). 
I Ill) 
Not all howevl'r found institutionalisation a bad l'Xpvri(_•nn·. 1\ young 
woman vvho had bnth arms and legs amput<Jted ala young <l}',l': 
I ;us/ wcnt/11 IH'SI'ila/ in K. ... wlwn I lUll.' niW' mnuth.~ old. /11111' tr•dlung am/fwd 11 /ugh 
lt'lllfl!'l"llttm·aud ~~tia that/ J•ic~r·d IIJIII/Ittg itt tlw lw~ritaf tll!d tl ,fUJIJWd oty r trr ofatJr>/1 1111111/ 
II fillS aud lc,'\·'· ~~~ 1/tt'.l/ had /oampu/1//t'. 
She spent a lot of her d<1ys as a growing child in hospital, away from f<1mily: 
lrtst•d toli1'e in the ltospital.fi'r 11 while, !/tad to wait for the lc:.;~ to be made 1111d 'l!llll'filllt'.'· 
gmwing IIJl /had to g!.'f tilt' boue trimmed all the lime. rvhen yml xrml', your hulll' Xl"llil'' 11/id If 
used /(1 grow s.'rnigl!t through my skin. So/used to spend a lot t~(time there. I think /fwd a 
good life there." 
For others, liking hospital, appeared to be a health hazard. A participant 
who had indicated that he rather enjoyed the care in hospital when he had a 
previous leg amputation, had another leg amputated during the course of this 
study, apparently having neglected the care of his remaining leg. Leading up 
to this he had also lost the assistance of his sister and his public housing unit, 
having it substituted for one-room accommodation in a hostel for, mainly, 
people with psychiatric conditions. Did he perhaps pay a high price for care 
and temporary relationships? 
I I 0 
Category 4: Knowledge and awareness of advocacy and barriers to 
it 
In this l.1st l.-'atcgory p<lrticipants L'Xpress their knowll·dgl' of advocacy ami 
aw<.lrL'nL•ss of .my .ld\'oc,lcy assistance through agencies in Perth. Barril·rs to 
ad\'t)can· are identified. 
Advocacy concept 
Not one participant could describe what advocacy was. Even the word 
advocacy was unknown. The closest appreciation of what advocac~· meant 
came from one participant only, who could not elaborate further. 
An ndvocnte is ~omcouc who adt•oca/6 ~mut'lhing jl1r ~tlllll'OIJL' d~c. Ntl. / dtl/J 'I klwit' 
wlwt advocacy is, I kuow what the word 1/U'llll~. 
Some other answers to a question asking for the participants' 
understanding of advocacy showed a lack of knowledge. 
l tltillk I /wve /teard of it som~.·wltere. What one i~ that. i~ tlmt fill' oldies? 
I tlon't know allytlting. 
I'd heard of it hut I coulsf11'f quite undersfmul if /lcfim·. llteard if <'II mditl and TF. 
On .1sking about po:uticiptmts' <lW<lrt'lll'SS of <my dis;lbility advocacy 
ag~nciL'S in Perth, not llllt' p<ll'ticipant could idt•ntify ~lily. 
Ill 
Many ptutidpanls had received help from various p<lrties, other thon 
advocacy agencies. Some of their assistance could have constituted, or 
included, ddvocacy. In response to what they would Jo if they required 
someone to speak up for them they identified family, self, a social \\'orker, the 
Aboriginal Medical Service, a Iawver, their doctor and others. Two 
participants said they had help from a sister and a cousin who occupied a 
position within an Aboriginal support organisation. One had helped with 
public housing accommodation, the other could not really identify what the 
help had entailed. 
Riug my lm11yer or mwtller !moyer. 
My doctor always ·writes the letters to people and saves me doing the talking. 1 ju~l tl'lltllc 
doctor mul she writes the letter .. 
Yes, I've done it myself. 1 threatened them (PuNic Housing Autlwrity). 1 said either .l/tlllltc/J1 
me or I am goi11g to all MP and /'/I make sure this is kuown through all the /tlca/ papers mtd if 1 
have to I'll go to The West Australim1. Within a week my plaus were lmmgflt back amuud, 
showing me that I had a tlt'W eusuifc. 
Tllllt latlyfrom the womw's rcfugt~ I was telling you about, sl~t· hclp!'d me. 
On a fl'\V occasions participunts had initiated some· action tlwm~elvPs. 1\ 
man with visual and mild intellectuul impairment told of his brother t~1king 
advantilge of him in getting him to pay for the rent of a place he did not livt' in. 
He resolved that by talking to public housing authority himself. 
I went to the ... f1COp/c awl tltey said no, tlterr::'s 110 u•ay Jw's allowed In charge peot*-'· he\ 1wf 
allowed to charge 111e hrcausr I'm a visitor here, he cm1 only charge me tf 1 agree to he wif/1 him 
ill a certain month or w/lalever, If I agreed with !tim to share the house. 
Most participants had some idea that their disability heightened their 
vulnerability, though perhaps not always consciously so . 
... I'm a little hi/slaw at things but I pick tl1illgs up. Fnr instance, a person tlwtlmight 1tot 
knaw could take advantage of me money wise. 
All participants said they would usc an advocacy agency, after the concept 
was explained to them. 
Yeah, I'd go to a place like tllat ... if I ever need any ltelp. 
None thought that it was important that Aboriginal people should be 
working there though they often contradicted themselves in other contexts. 
The most important thing to participants was that the advocates would actually 
be able to help them. 
IIi 
Y(l/1 si!Jl/1/dn'll't' Jlld,\t'll 011 your 1 of our, (Yt't'd or fl/ll', )'on ~huu/d /1(' Jlldgrd ~~~ 11 11111/ll/11 lwu1;.~ 
b!'Ctlllst· thuf'.' I!'IIIIIJ'I'PJ'It· 1/fl'. I 11111 ~un· if ~um!'onc xml!l,t·d 11 klll_{t· 11111/ cui your um111111f th·n 
mt mill!' and lldd tlr!'IIIIIJ! tO,'\{'/ liN, ll'l''tl IIIII'!' tile .~IIIII!' n•lnur /!luorl, .~u U'li_ll ~1/ullld ~kill 
colour, n1cc or rt'hgioll huw anyll1illg to do with it? 
It would l~t·lp ({lilac wen· !\[!original fWOf'll' in certain places. 
It all depends on wllo they nrc awl wlwt they nrc. People nrc pmple lome. white or h/ack, if 
doesu't malta to1ne. 
This same, last participant also spoke of not staying in a particular hostel 
because there were no Aboriginal workers there, contradicting himself. 
The seeming contradiction betvveen not needing Aboriginal workers in 
advocacy agencies but saying the opposite for other situations, may have been 
due to expressing, to a white interviewer, their feelings about equality 
regardless of skin colour. It may have been less a response to a question about 
the desirability of having Aboriginal workers in advocacy agencies so as to 
make Aboriginal people who use advocacy feel more at ease. 
Family feuds and cultural differences 
Many' p.utidpants rl'iL'ffL'd to f.unily fl'uds c.ls a htJrril·r to using ,lily 
advocacy agency tlwy· might visit if a member of an Aboriginal f<1rnily llwy 
\verc feuding with Wils working there. 
Tlulf's tilt problem wil/1 tlw system, it's not what you know, it\ w/111 you kumu. If -,mm·nw\ 
jiglzti11g with amcmba in your_(tnnily and you go ill there awl say I'm (twmc), lin· pa~o11 ~iiY-" 
01111. ... 
... l reckon 1f that finnily m!?mber knows yo11're fighting wit/1 tl1e oppm;ifc side of flu• family/ 
reckon llwy could upset your case a lot. 
Several described how they were involved in such family fights at present, 
typified by the statement of one participant: 
At the moment witlzmy Mum'sfamily and all this la11d sfl~fftlral's going on there, if's /tlm the 
family three ways. My Mum's old a /1rotlicr is figllting against l11.'r older sistcr/1ccnusc Iter tl/dcr 
sist.?r is actually married to a X which ismwtlwr family up t11crc aud my unde is 11 )' aud tltc )"~ 
and the X's aren't talking because my mofllcr is a Y. If we go up tllcrt' it's like /1ccm1sc my 
mmty is married to m1 X and they're fighting against the Y's, she won't l'Pt'll say hello to1ts i11 
the slwp.lt's like well t/Jat's stupid, because we are your family. She won't Ci'Cil acknow/cdsc 
her own sister. She walked straight past Mum and Mum is totally hurt bcn111.~c s/1c's tlu· 
youngest out of the family and with her brothers n11d sistm; fighlillg like that a11d taking i I 011 t 
on her- doing the La11d tiling witlt tltem, shc'li not takiug sides, she's Just lllll'llfml meml•a ~~(the 
family who's quite happy to go up there rmd lilifen/o wllill'li going 011 and /'pc got t'tlHsins r/(111'11 
here I don't evw see or hear of Yea/1, tl1c families arc Jighling .-;o i( Olll' 11/t'llll'cr is.fls;ltli!lg 
against another, you don't have rmytl!ing to do will! them. 
II" 
YL•t otlll'r particip.mts s<1id thl'_\' h.1d no trouhlv with lamily: 
Whereas all participants said they themselves had no difficulty in using an 
advocacy agency where only white people worked, one expressed a view on 
behalf of other Aboriginal people which contradicted this. He also identified 
differences between tribes, reflected by responses of some other participants, 
whereas others did not. 
You've got to /Je able to walk info somebody'~ place and /Jc accqJ/cd. T11c mi1111/e you get out t{ 
your car in front of an Aboriginal home and you're white, there's au/oma tically 11 harrier goc~ 
up. It doesn't matter if yau go there n lumdred time~. il11'!f'111fomatically change. 'lllc /rml~c/lll/,1 
clmngcs completely. I think with Al,orighwl people you're goi11g to gl'i a clash of ... like there 
arc groups of us and we all knmt' cnch others 111711/t':.; and those llfllllt'S bt'lo11g to tnbcs. Now 
those tribes, w/1eflter you like it or not, have /Jeen arguing ruith each ot/ler since time bcg1111, :;o 
say if tlw A's were jigllti11g and the D's were fighting you wouldn't :;c11d 1111 A fotr D's fro11se to 
be an advocate. So you're going to have to 111/derstand if you're going /tl tcaclt lllt':it' rcople I I /I at 
they'll have to be told where they're going and be allowed to say, well/ mmwl really so tllt'rt' 
because I'm nat of tlreir skin or whatever they arc. 
They're the same, Wongi, Nyoougar, all the same, it's only d((fercnltri/!alwmlts. 
1\lo 
Shame and shyness 
Altl'l" S(ll1ll' l''\pl.matitlll wh.Jt .m.Hivoracy agt'IKY might bt• clhiL· Ill d11 .111d 
wll\.'n rl'fll'cting on wlwtlwr tlw~· would U~l' an tltlvocacy agl'ncy in 1/w futun·, 
shalllL' ,md sh\'lwss was ohl'fl lllL'Illimwd. 
l(tl u·a~ .tl•tg l•ui/.!111;.: ll't/h 1tl••l ofr•t'opft>. lila! /Unu/d 111d Jilt' •{{. I ju~tltke thing., lo /Jc 11 liltlt• 
~i::£ . .tft'll kltllil'. w/h'l/ _lfOII t"Pmt•_t"n>m/1!!' cmmlry. 1/t,•rc\ nuly ;usla/tl/le hit ~~(fll'OJJ!e. I :.;l'l 
ttm•ott~ iPa//..tng the t"J/_11, tlwl'~ <l'ft!J I dmt'l go there mudJ. /think it'~ jtl.~lllte aml'd, I'm 
frigltfelll'd tltt'_ll mig Itt lrtmtp Hit' and 1'1/_MI Pi'l'Y or soml'flmtg. ~{I wa~ fp ;.;n/(1 flwl plan• like 
!ftl/1 !'lli1l, I'd fake AI ... , ,,, Y.. mu· of lite uwkas (t~{ 1111 Ahonginai511Jlf'1Wf service). 
Mon• or lc~~- _lltlll'rc 115/wmcd to tt·ll your ~tory or w!tat it's nl>o11t or ~mttL'flling. Rut there cmttc~ 
a lillie witt'// you '<•e got to !lfl('l/ Ill' ~(you 11111111 tile full ltclp. 
I W(tltld11'1 know how tn con/Jtcf litem. 
The words 'shame' and 'shy' seem interchangeable in the way participants 
used it. Many participants expressed a sense of "shan1e" or "shyness" in 
various contexts. Some used it in discussing their involvement in the 
interview. whether they would usc an advocacy group or about being involved 
in the interview for this research. 
Yealt, tltnt's wlty I ~aid toM... (worker from Ahorigiual ~ll1'JWrf scn,icc); nm !Jill/ come anti sit 
wit/1 me, I was a /lit shy, aslmmed sort of tiling you ktww, but wlwnl t'Xplaiucd if In my mmty 
s/1e said, no, tcllllim to CtJIIW tlromul, ... SP s/tl' cllcouragcd me to ~it ltcrc wit It ymt. 
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\ \'ho1 liiiiiii'IIIJu•lu/1'~ I.">:''/ i//11/ •.fl,lllli'd 1111d 1/r'ri'0/1' •. \VIti'/ I /11111 IJ/1111/ "11'11 IJroll'·'' lr1111 /alt. 
1\ thn-.ld common to most intl·rviL·w~ Wd~ tlhii!IH· particip.mh, J,,Jth rn.dt· 
and fem.1le, l'xprl'SSL'd that OlllT tlwy Wl'ft' shy, but now no longl·r, tllld !lwy 
liked to spl',lk up for themselves. Thl'rl' was this l'Xpre.,;sion of p<l<.;l shym·s.., 
while appearing to confidently tell the researcher about very persm1<.1l things. 
/lik-e to speak up formyst'lf If I k11ow srmu:/11i11g's not right - 1'111 forward 1/Pil'. f'I'I'I'n'II like 
this for tlw last eigllt year~. ''':fore that I wn~ slty ns anything . 
. ,/like outdoor activities even t/wugh, inn way, I'm still shy a/'C!!IflCO/'!e. !like somcrllll' /}/(1(\ 
interested in h;ok:-. Sometimes wiiC/1 I see peo1'/e in frnins or /)ll~es rl'llrling a /look I ]liM hm'i' 1111 
urge to talk to them. 
At the same time the man owning this last quote, significantly vision-
impaired, said that when in the city: 
I seem to get along wit/1 stmngers. I say 'g110d momiug'. '1'11ey say 'gn11d morning' back. Some 
of them .. , some of tlwm I guess they wis/1 they were still in hed so they could sleep i11sll'ad ~~r 
getting up in the momi11g to go to work. l don't really have muc/1 problem wit11 stmngcrs. 
Another participant put it this way: 
fa person like yourself comes to the lwuse I don't mhul but (f /'PI' got to gP out ... /would11'f 
talk i11 front of a big mob, 110 way. 
IlK 
Sh.\'lll'SS .md 'shanw' is .1 typic;!! Aborigintll <·xpn·~..,ion. It doe<, not lll<'dll 
th.Jt ~wopll' ,1 n• ;lshanwd ,Jbout tlll'i r d istlbilit y. 1\ p.1rl iripiinl wi I h d!llpu 1.11 ion_.., 
to four limbs said: 
Shy. slu11w. ~t/1/Jt' tltin;.;. II doc.~·nolmr·nn llia/111111 11~/wnwd ~~fIll!' lfi,llll/'11/rf. 
By contrast a participant with yuadriplegia, the only participant to d<> so, 
explained her shyness as caused by the newly acquired disability, rather than to 
any Aboriginal feeling of 'shame' . 
... I've 011/y bcm ill a chair fora year. I still have these mniety attacks. If I go out and !/Jere's a 
whole crowd of people, I've got In gel in tile orcu air. 
This same woman related many actions she initiated and followed through 
in getting public housing to co-operate, "educating" rude shop keepers, 
contacting the Shire about accessible foot paths and more. Shyness then, is not 
universally felt or easily understood. 
Discussion of results. 
The purpose of this study was to find the reasons for an apparent lmv use of 
advocacy agencies in Perth by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people wh(1 
have a disability, in a context of higher than average disability rates for this 
population. The results are discussed within the framework provided by the 
ohjccti\'t'S of this studv, v·ith rt•ft•rt'IKL' to\hl' Jitl'r.ltun· t·xpllln·d in ( 'ht~ph·r 2. 
Fnr purpost• of tri,mgul,ttion thl' n·st!lts tlrt' thl'n disrus~t'd within tlw 
franwwork of wounding (Wolfl'nshl'rgl'r, -IYH7). 
Objectives for the study were: 
1. To identify influences and barriers to the usc of disability advocacy agencies 
in Perth by Aboriginal people with disability and their families. 
2. Tu establish an indication of use of disability advocacy agencies in Perth by 
Aboriginal people with disability and their families. 
3. To identify a common Aboriginal concept of 'need for advocacy'. 
4. To identify the actions Aboriginal people with disabilities and their families 
take when in need of disability advocacy. 
Objective 1. To identify influences and barriers to the use of 
disability advocacy agencies in Perth by Aboriginal people with 
disability and their families 
None of the participants had any awareness of the nature of advocacy or 
any knowledge of any existing disability advocacy agencies in Perth, 
confirming findings by GL'thing ( 19lJ5), ( YNL'il/, (I Y9l), l;m('illc>rl (I 996) ;md 
Wnlsh•nhol nw ( 1996) in disability support servic('_c,. 
I :~r I 
This lack of awareness cou!d partially be explaim~d by a l.xk of information 
about assistance through any advocacy agencies. The finding of low overall 
representation of Aboriginal people who received advocacy (advocatees) in 
Perth advocacy agencies confirms the findings of Cross and Zcni (1YY:1). 
Because the participants, in getting any assistance, relied on people such as 
family, themselves, a social worker, an Aboriginal health service, a lawyer, 
their doctor and others, this low awareness also reflects on the levels of 
awareness of advocacy in Perth by such individuals and agencies. In the 
general community then, it seems, advocacy is not well known, presenting a 
barrier to its use. 
There are four other possible factors in explaining this low representation. 
First, it would not always be in the interest of a disability service agency to refer 
a service user to an advocacy agency as the advocacy may be directed against it. 
Second advocacy agencies are always trying to cope with a much greater need 
than they are equipped to meet (Cocks & Duffy, 1993) and, where there is a 
higher awareness of advocacy among non-Aboriginal people with a disability 
who take up scarce advocacy resources, there may simply be little scope left to 
advocate for other groups of vulnerable people. Third, most advocacy agencies 
may not actively seek out vulnerable people who need advocacy, but wait for 
referrals and advocates to contact them, whereas Aboriginal people do not 
kll(l\\' whl'fl' to gn lor lwlp. Fourth, llldny cHI\'orcH \' cl}',l'lll'il·~ llld\' !w lllon· 
hmn.lllh,m iniPrm,l! in tlwir .ld\'(K'<ll·y pron•sc.,l'.'-i wiH"n•.Jc., J\horigin,d p('oplv 
1.' I 
Gl'thing (199-l) ,md GL'thing ct a!, lYY.l commenlL~d on the low awan.'ness 
anwng Aborigmal peopiL• l)f their rights, of a\·ai Ia blc sL·rvices or about how to 
gain o1ccess to them. The difference between Gething's findings for general 
disability support services and this study is that, \\'here the Australian 
community is probc1bly reasonably aware of general disability support services, 
at least some sections of the community appear almost completely unaware of 
advocacy and of any help available through advocacy agencies. Advocacy, in 
comparison to the disability service system has a \'ery low profile. This means 
that whereas the service system may at least identify some Aboriginal people in 
need of their services through referral by doctors, social workers and so forth, 
this is not the case with advocacy. 
Citizen Advocacy agencies by nature (O'Brien & Wolfensberger, 1978) rely on 
informal ways to identify people in need of advocacy, rather than necessarily 
relying on referrals or advocatees coming to them. As informal means of 
disseminating information, among Aboriginal people, such as 'word-of-mouth' 
is considered best (Gething,l994), this may account for some nf the relative 
success of such agencies in Perth with regards to advocacy for Abmiginal 
people with disability in need of advocacy. It is confirmation olso of the 
appropriateness of this study's methodology which provides for G1pturing the 
l'SSL'IKL'S of particip,mts' l'Xpl'rit·nn·s ,l/ld .1llowing n·prl'~t·nlil!ion of llu· da!.t in 
tht•ir own words. 
Most participants said they would have used Jisnbility advocncy a gene it''-> if 
thcv had known about them or would use them now, if needed. Various 
obstacles to their future use of these agencies include the probable lack of 
Aboriginal workers in advocacy agencies; preferring to avoiJ the city where 
many assumed these agencies were; shyness about approaching people they 
did not know, particularly if not on a one-to-one basis; and experience of past 
inaction on their behalf when they did ask somebody for help. These barriers 
are also present where it concerns Aboriginal access to general disability 
support services (Gcthing, 1994; Gething eta!, 1994; O'Neill, 1993 and Smeaton, 
1997). 
The enormity and frequency of the negative experiences most participants 
had had, and were continuing to experience, point, at the same time, to the 
great need for advocacy as well as to barriers to advocacy. Many of the 
participants experienced rejection by society and family; losing close 
relationships; were ignored when very vulnerable and abused; had their lives 
wasted by waiting for employment or accommodation that never came; have 
reduced educational and employment opportunities; have ill-health, violence 
and death as a constant companion; have been excluded from their cultural t~nd 
spiritual heritage; and fell between an Aboriginal and a non-Aboriginal world, 
causing alienation. These findings confirm similar findings by Bostock (1991 ), 
1.' i 
l ;L't hi ng ( llJ95 ), Wilson ( JlJLJ7), W ols\l'll holnw (19lJ(l) .md ~~lid I I wood, W hi It· & 
Ktltiw (llJlJ7). Wlwn, on top of th.lt, orw cono.;idt•r<., tlw Ahori)•,rn.d l.rt k ol 
ptllitk,ll pown, thl'ir povL•rl\', t/H'ir n·l,ltivl'ly lo\v <.,ld\LJ<., .!<.,both .rn J\hori)~in,d 
person and PL'rson with d is<l hi lit y (Bostock, llJY I; 0' Nl'ill, llJ91 ), c JJH' rt~n 
understand why such peopk· did not .KCL'SS an <tdvt>r<Ky <Jgt'I1CJ', t·vt•n if tlwy 
knew about it. Some p<rrtidpants showed a loss of self estel'm, explainable by 
their past experiences, and this does not promote the acquisiti(Jn ()f C(lllfidence 
and social skills needed to make personal contact with any a~cncy. If no one 
will refer them to advocacy it is also not likely that, under current conditions, 
they will refer themselves either. 
The reluctance, demonstrated by most participants, to complain presents an 
additional barrier for Aboriginal access to advocacy, particularly advocacy 
which relied on the advocatee bringing their issues to them. 
The broader context is another barrier to accessing advocacy as disability is 
only one small issue within many Aboriginal problems, as shown by the 
participants' responses. Disability issues may simply not get the priority 
needed to bring them to anyone's attention, and may partly explain 
participants' ambivalence about their need for advocacy. Participants in this 
study did not identify disability related issues that they thought they needed 
advocacy for, although such issues were clearly present. Bostock (1991 ), 
Gething (1995) and O'Neill (1993) confirm this low priority of disability issues 
among Aboriginal people. 
1.'·1 
l )istrust ot servin• prov idt·r.-; is 1\list'd in tlw I ih'rdl u n' <~'> " '>ign i I it .1111 h.n-ri1 ·r 
to ill'L'L'ssing dis.1bil it~· SL'ITiccs (Cl'i h ing, 199·1, ( )' NPill, 199'1 ). rill' pMI iri p.1111'> 
in this study cont"irml'd thnsl' findings but <1lso indira ted thl'ir willingm·-,.., In 
access .ld\'ocacy once they knew how to con tad it. Two ren·ivvd <lllvoracy aftt•r 
being put in touch with an advocacy agency during the study. It !nil)' confirm 
that the personal approach b,· an interviewer who came to them and visibly 
shared their experience of disability can make a difference. Distrust centred 
round the competency of advocacy agencies and on not being let down again, 
rather than of an agency per se. No negative associations with government 
agencies were made, as could be expected from the impacts of past government 
policies on Aboriginal people (Wilson, 1997). This does not mean that they 
were not present; they may have been, but they were not expressed. 
Although all participants said they were willing to access advocacy if they 
needed it in future, their past experiences of inaction by individuals and service 
agencies had caused many of them to have low expectations of any service 
organisation or professionals. For some, this has not only resulted in a level of 
scepticism of anyone acting on their behalf, but also in a level of acceptance of 
such low standards and an attendant low level of initiative of participants to 
ask for help themselves. 
Any advocacy agencies seeking to reach Aboriginal people may need to 
address this distrust and low expectations by, for instance, creating a good 
Ablwigin.ll C<lllllllllnitil'S. 
M.my participants contradicted themselves wlwn t/w~· indil'tll<·d tiH"y did 
not need Aborigmal workers in <1dvncacy a~encies but, in othl'r contl'xl~, lrl'<"ly 
pointed to the desir<1bility of an Aboriginal presence to mak<" thl'm fL·d mon· 
comfortable. This mixed response was thought to be due to their rl'action to a 
white interviewer asking, in their view, a question about incljuality between 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. They did not make a distinction 
between the need for an Aboriginal presence in advocacy agencies versus other 
support. The conclusion the researcher has drawn is that a presence of 
Aboriginal workers in advocacy agencies is important to them. Gething (1994), 
Gething et al (1994), O'Neill (1993) and Smeaton (1997) have all found this to be 
the case in studies of service agencies. This has to be qualified by the 
participants' insistence on competent advocacy as very important, regardless of 
who does it. 
Having Aboriginal workers in advocacy agencies however is not the 
straightforward remedy it appears. This explains the participants' insistence on 
the importance of competent advocacy over the presence of Aboriginal 
workers. Difficulties between Aboriginal families and various tribal gn)ups 
could cause an advocatee from an opposing 'camp' to the advocacy agency's 
Aboriginal worker's family to receive assistance which contains an inherent and 
significant conflict of interest. The advocatee may not get the help they need or 
get no help at all. This does not mean that Aboriginal workt'rs should not bl' 
employed. Rather, at the very least, the employing a~ency and its workt•rs 
should be aware of this issue so that any conflicts of interest can be Jeclan·J 
and alternative means of proceeding arc sought. 
Not all advocacy agencies reside in the city, although two of the surveycJ 
agencies do. There are barriers to their access due to an Aboriginal shyness of 
crowds and strangers and the necessary transport expense which may be 
prohibitive for people who live in poverty. Other agencies are dispersed over 
the Perth Metropolitan area and transport to them would play a role there too, 
as well as shyness with strangers. Even telephonic contact from a potential 
advocatee to an advocacy agency is sometimes not possible as the phone may 
not be connected due to inability to pay telephone bills. 
This study did not find that Aboriginal people have a different perception 
of disability, which Gething (1994), Gething eta! (1994) and O'Neill (1993) do 
point to as an additional barrier to access support. This study was done in a 
city, where disability is usually accepted to apply to a wide range of conditions, 
including physical, intellectual, psychiatric and sensory impairments, from mild 
to severe. The participants mostly had long-term experience of the Perth 
medical and disability support services. Consequently, they had been exposed 
to, and had adopted, Australian mainstream ideas of disability, rathl'r than any 
Aboriginal view. Only one participant had had a short-term experience of 
disability (one year) but her long term metropolitan status and severity of 
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disability, being LJUadriplcgia, nW<.lnl, she had als<l acn•plL•d lwr nmditi(>ll a~ 
constituting a disability'. 
Another participant with multiple amputations said that her family, fn>m a 
remote area, saw her as no different or treated her any differl!nt but she did 
herself recognise a disability. This did not mean of course that her family JiJ 
not recognise her limitations as. Nor can the conclusion be d •. '', :n that theiis is 
a typically Aboriginal attitude towards someone with a disability. Perhaps it 
was simply their attitude. Disability is seen through a specifically Aboriginal 
lense in some rural areas and remote areas (Gething, 1994; Gcthing et al, 199-1.; 
Bostock, 1991; Smeaton, 1997) but this is different in a city like Perth where the 
interviewees had lived for a considerable time. 
Therefore, it may be important for advocacy agencies to realise that they 
should be careful about adopting any conventional wisdom about a specifically 
Aboriginal concept of disability, especially here in Perth . .Should they proceed 
' 
with an exclusive notion that Aboriginal people may, fo~ instance, not recognise 
certain impairments as disability, they may put a different perspective on any 
need for advocacy, based on a cultural understanding that is not appropriate. 
This issue relates to service provider assumptions that Aboriginal people look 
after their own, causing them not to be sought out for help by services as shown 
by Smeaton (1997). As this study has shown, family can abandon and harm 
Aboriginal people with disabilities as well as play a supporting role. 
On the whoiL•, till'Sl' findings mostly do not confirm the n·st•arclwr\ 
original conjectun .. • that rl'asons for low Aboriginal access to support ~t·rvirl's 
mav not lw till' same <1S for low <Kcess r<ltes to advocacy agenrit•s. Tlwrv <ln~ 
I:?X 
sollll' differl'nces, but not ~;ubstanlial ones. The participants' perception of 
disability W<lS, for instance, not found to be different to the mainstre<tm idea of 
disability and consequently was found to be not a barrier. Aboriginal workers 
are important but should be cautiously employed due to fami!y feuds. The only 
other difference is in the degree to which services and advocacy may be known 
to Aboriginal people. Where this is low for services, for advocacy it is non-
existent. 
Objective 2. To establish an indication of use of disability 
advocacy agencies in Perth by Aboriginal people with disability 
and their families 
This objective has been explored and discussed in Chapter Two. 
Objective 3. To identify a common Aboriginal concept of 'need 
for advocacy' 
Advocacy is a Western framework to address discrimination, abuse and 
inequality. The word 'advocacy' derives from 'advocat' in French or 'advocaat' 
in Dutch, where the word means 'lawyer'. Lawyers often ply their trade in an 
adwrsarial manner. Some disability advocacy is conducted in this m<mlwr 
from time to lime but difk•rs froml<~w work in th<lt it S(!eks to rl'prl'senl tlw 
genuinely pern_•ived best interests of a person or group that requires advocacy. 
At times, this approach requires the advocnte to act against the wishes of the 
advocatcc as wishes and best interest are not always synonymous. Lawyers 
generally are briefed by their clients and act on their wishes. One could not 
assume that advocacy, as conceptualis~d in this study, would necessarily apply 
to Aboriginal people who have a cultural background which is very different 
to the Western perspective. 
The participants related verv serious issues of disadvantage and abuse, vet 
. . 
referred to relatively minor issues when asked whether they needed C>f had 
ever needed any help in the form of advocacy. Some said they had no issues to 
be addressed, which could be related to the identified reluctance to complain. It 
seemed that the wider, and more serious, Aboriginal context was, to a degree, 
accepted as inevitable and, perhaps even, as a norm that one could do little 
about. Some of the reasons for this have been discussed. 
Most of the issues that were identified in this study, for which advocacy 
might be needed on behalf of Aboriginal people with disability, would 
probably not have existed before the arrival of the now dominant Western 
culture. 
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As shnwn, di~location and los~ of family, loss of culture, lwalth probiL·ms, 
subst~1nn• <lhuse, incarct•ratitm, m<.lterial pt)Vt•rty, institution<~lisaticm, murdt~r 
and violenct' art• sonw of the underlying issues that m<~gnify tlw vulnerability 
p.articip;;mts t•xperil'JKP by nature of their disabilities alone. They an• issues 
arising from the Abnriginal position in Australian society, imposed by a 
culture which has not acceph.'d or valued Aboriginal culture. This would 
include a loss of connection to their land, signified by participants in this study 
by their expressions of spirituality and closeness to 'Mother Nature'. O'Neill 
(1993) and Gething et al (199~) confirm the importance of the close Aboriginal 
connection to the land in this context. 
Many of the issues that call for advocacy, being a result of tension between 
the two cultures, are not uniquely Aboriginal, in a cultural or traditional sense. 
Rather, they are, in the main, defined by the experiences of ill-treatment and 
disadvantage that Aboriginal people have suffered, as individuals, and as a 
collective. They are the magnified issues that are common throughout Western 
societies, be it at much lower levels than is true for Aboriginal people. This 
uniquely Aboriginal context is strongly influenced by the extraordinarily high 
rates of disadvantage among them. There are of course specific Aboriginal 
discriminatory circumstances, culture and history to take into account when 
doing advocacy with them or on their behalf but the issues of abuse, neglect 
and isolation are well known to disability advocates as universal experiences of 
people with disabilities (Cocks & Duffy, 1993; Cross & Zeni, 1993; 
Wolfensberger, 1992, 1987). There seems no reason therefore why advocacy, as 
Ill 
defined for this study, cannot beronw mon~ n•sponsivc to tlw :·qwcilir m•t·ds of 
Aboriginal PL'tlple. 
TherL' is no ty'pkt~l Aboriginal appronch to protecting peopll~ I rom a bust• 
and neglect or to mel't their needs. They mostly use people that an· at htmd .Jnd 
arc familim to them, like family, profes-.:ionals, lawyers from the Aboriginal 
Legal Service and social workers. Apart from family, of course, these parties 
are all linked to the Western system and culture. Yet Aboriginal people do usc 
these people, imperfect as the result may be. Issues of shame, shyness anJ 
feelings of powerlessness make it difficult for many Aboriginal families to 
advocate effectively. These issues mean that, in most instances, they have little 
standing or status to impress those pJ.rties against whom advocacy needs to be 
employed. 
The participants, in this study, were most interested in whether the 
advocates would be able to help them, as one participant with brain damage 
put it: "see how smart they are". It seems that advocates are required who are 
both close to the realities of Aboriginal life, and who are effective in achieving 
positive change. This signifies that to be a disability advocate for Aboriginal 
people, it includes working with the larger issues of loss of family, culture and 
relationships as well as immediate problems related to disability. 
Several participants felt they were alienated from both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal society, and experienced a loss of Aboriginal culture, because of 
IP 
thl'ir mixL•d herit.Jgl'. This is no isolatl'd piclun·, sp(•rilk to this small s.Jmplt• 
but ha~ ll'l'l1 idL•ntifiL•d in tlw 'Stoll'n Childrl'n' n•port (Wilson, IYY7) c1s hl'ing 
widL•spread. Under thl'Sl' circumstann•s tlll'y c.tre not <Jhll' to link into (•itlwr 
'world' for .mv informal support .md could not use illl)' tradition.JI Aboriginal 
ways nf protL•cting vulnerable people, if these existed. J\t the same lime thest• 
people, who have follen between the two cultures, ilre <1mong the most 
vulnerable among the very vulnerable! They arc among those most in need of 
advocacv. 
In summary, if there is a concept of "need for advocacy" that could be 
called Aboriginal, it-is on(; where disability issues requiring advocac\' are over 
shadowed by the wida Aboriginal context of great disadvantage and abuse 
where action is often seen as futile. This study did not identify any cultural 
Aboriginal ways to describe or deal with a need for advocacv but did find that 
the context for Aboriginal people with disability is unique in terms of the 
enormity and number of broader isSUl'~ they carry. Advocates would need to 
be fully aware of this wider context and work within it. Bridgman (1992), at 
least in part, confirms this when he points to the need for advocacy agencies to 
adopt culture-specific practices. 
Objective 4. To identify the actions Aboriginal people with 
disabilities and their families take when in need of disability 
advocacy 
Ill 
The participants in this study relied on self, family, doctors, lil\·\')'Crs from 
the Aboriginal Legal Service, social workers and other community service 
workers, including an Aboriginal health service. They sought to address issues 
from accommodation, sexual abuse, employment, bill paying to obtaining a 
garden shed. Often the issues were identified and progressed by a casual 
helper rather than issues being purposefully brought to their attention by the 
participants. Two participants were successful in getting some issues resolved 
with the public housing authority but others were not successful in getting 
anything done about their complaints or requests. Family could not alwa~·s 
help as they were, at times, the antagonists or were not present. 
Shyness, loss of confidence in getting meaningful, "smart", assistance; 
acceptance of circumstances; lack of information on where to go; nnd lack of 
transport and telephone if they had had information, meant that mostlv little 
action was taken. 
It would seem that any advocacy effort would not only ncL•d h~ lw 
culturally and historically aware of Aboriginal circumstances, but 11L'L•ds tn go 
and find Aboriginal people with disabilities, talk with them and establish a 
track record of mutual trust basL•d on mel'ting J'('illJll'('d. J\ny advocacy which 
would purdy rely on people com in¥, to them will lll'Vl'r c.1Jdn•ss tlw J\borigin;J[ 
need. 
The findings in the light of Social Role Valorization theory of 
'wounding' 
Social Role Valorization theory (Wolfensberger, 1987, 1992) incorporates the 
key concept of a series of wounds which are often present in people that belong 
to groups that society sees as of Jesser value. People with disabilities are one 
such group, with wounds being particularly manifest in extra vulnerable people 
with disabilities. These are shown in Appendix E. 
Wolfensberger (1987, 1992) explained these wounds as arising from the 
devalued position that people with disability occupy in our contemporary 
society. They often embody the opposite values that society as a whole does see 
as desirable. For instance many people with disability do not conform to the 
valued images of youthful health and well being or material wealth. These 
people are then seen by others as of lesser worth than them. They will treat 
people according to this negative perception and deny them the things which 
valued people enjoy, including good quality housing, education and 
employment. They will reject, segregate and exclude devalued people from 
sncil•ty and community. The bad things thnl happen to p~oplL• as J n·sult of 
thL~ir dL•valuatioll an• the wounds they carry. 
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Wolfensberger (19H7) hils identifi<.:J these as univcrsnl negative 
experiences of dcn1lued people. Most of these wounds were present in the 
pnrticipants, confirming their universality. The Aboriginal context does not 
alter the relevance of these wounds, which affirms the finding that it is the 
universal context of abuse, violence, neglect and discrimination which provides 
the background to the advocacy needs of Aboriginal people with disability. 
This background is not synonymous with Aboriginal culture but with the 
general, unfortunate circumstances of Aboriginal people in this country. Thcv 
are common problems in our society, magnified greatly in the lives of 
Aboriginal people. The added layer of disability magnifies these problems 
further still. 
We can identify a downward spiral where, in the life of an Aboriginal 
person with disability, the Aboriginal health, substance abuse and violence 
issues may have been the cause of the disability (wound 1) and continue to 
worsen the disability and the person's functionality (wound 2). The disability 
leads to an even lower status (wound 3) than is already the case by belonging to 
a devalued ethnic group (wound 12). Rejection by family and community 
(wound 4) leads to loss of relationships with family (wounds 6, 8) and culture 
(wound 7), including its spiritual core (13). It can also lead to being removed 
from one's horne country (wounds 7, 9), for reason of medical attention or 
support SL•rvice availability clsL•where. We have seen that pl'opl<· rc1n w.lit 
endlessly fnr services or for redress (wound 14) for abuse in tlw sl·rvin· ~ystem 
or l'lSL'WherL' (wound"!?) and can lw t'loquently aware of being dll <llil·n in thi.c; 
world (wound "!H) as they lost culture, family and relationships (wounds h, H, 
l2). Familv ridicule (wound 4) and material poverty (wound l"l) an~ 
additional experiences which almost pale in significance against the 
overwhelming nature and freyuency of negative experiences. 
Oliver (1996) would reject the notion that these experiences arc carried as 
wounds by individuals and says that it is society \vhich caused the disability by 
inflicting these experiences. There is no doubt however that participants 
keenly felt issues such as separation from family and culture and past abuse 
and carried .hese as unwelcome memories, or wounds, in their psyche. 
Whereas one could easily argue that in reality both views have a degree of 
merit and can be seen as complementary, the wounding approach implies the 
crucial notion of heightened vulnerability of people with disability, ignored by 
Oliver (1996), who relies on societal attitudinal change as a remedy to 
disability. The relevance of the wounding theory to advocacy is the recognition 
that highly vulnerable people need protection and a heightened vulnerability 
for people with a disability will always be relevant in any society. Oliver's 
(1996) social model may seek change while ignoring this protective need for 
individuals, not recognising this vulnerability. As a result, his model also d(1es 
not take into <.Kcounl tlltlt vultwrilbility of pl'oplt• with disability, and otlwr 
groups, will VL'I')' likl'iy bl' prt'Sl'nl in any society, inrluding rl'form(•d c,m·s. 
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Wt,lfensber~t•r' s ( 1 t.JH7) appnl<H:h d<lL'S n_occ,gnise the i nher{'nt 
vulnerability of people with disabilities. Aboriginal people with disability 
would be best served with approaches which recognise the need for ongoing 
protection as well as attitudinal change. This would lead to the development of 
multiple forms of advocacy with various emphases, according to need. 
One notable wound that was not apparent in the participants was 
"resentment, hatred of privileged citizens" (Wolfensberger, 1987, p. 11). In 
view of the long sufferance of Aboriginal people in this country without the 
advent of major riots or upheavals, such as for instance the African-American 
minority staged in the United States of America in the sixties and seventies, one 
wonders whether there is something about the Aboriginal culture which makes 
resentment and hatred alien to it. Not one participant expressed such feelings. 
As well as authenticating the participants' experiences of gross devaluation 
these wounds also confirm some reasons for not accessing advocacy that \vcre 
identified from the interviews. 
People with a disability who have been rejected (wound 4) arc not likely to 
feel confident enough (wound 18) to seek help, even if their disability (wounds 
1, 2) itself would not present a barrier to do so. This wound 18 then, of 
personal insecurity and self-dislikL•, throws further light on Aborigin<d 
"shyness .md shaml'" as VL•ry likely being influenced by this low Sl'lf-l·slt'l'lll, 
rather than being a purdy Abnriginnl concl'pt in the context of this study. 
People in poverty (wound 11) cannot afford the phone bill or transport to 
get to an agency, again confirming the findings. 
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The primary reason for not using advocacy, that of not knowing of its 
existence, could be explained, in part at least, by the participants' experience of 
discontinuity of social and relationships (wound 6). It can be further explained 
by their loss of control over their personal circumstances, feeling an alien in this 
world, and by their exclusion from the valued world (wounds 9,18,12). These 
experiences would lead to a lessening of opportunities to receive information 
about advocacy. 
The wounds model largely confirms the findings of this study, in particular 
the universal nature of these negative experiences in the lives of people with 
disabilities. It also presents confirmation of many of the reasons, found in this 
study, for reasons why Aboriginal people with disabilities do not freely access 
advocacy agencies. The validity of the resultn are therefore confirmed. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSION AND IMI'LICATIONS OF THIS STUDY. 
This study Lkmonstrates that then' is a low use of advocacy c1g('ncie~ b~· 
Aborigin<1l people in Perth, but thilt this pattern is confined to advocacy forrno., 
other than Citizen Advocacy. 
The primary reason for a low Aboriginal access rate of ad\'ocacy agencies 
in Perth, for the participants in this study, is due to an almost complete Jack of 
knowledge among Aboriginal people of disability advocacy agencies. 
Secondary issues became almost hypothetical for the pm"ticipants as they 
did not know what advocacy was, where advocacy agencies were or how to 
contact them. Consequently they had never had contact with an!'· 
However, Aboriginal shyness and loss of self-esteem; a reluctance to 
complain; poverty; need for Aboriginal advocacy workers; distrust of the 
competence of support agencies in getting things done and not identifying 
disability issues as important, were found to provide additional barriers to an\' 
Aboriginal use of advocacy. 
There is no Aboriginal conceptualisation of advocacy and caution must be 
applied in assuming that Aboriginal people will "look after their own" due to 
family networks. Those who n~ed advocacy most, lend not to havl' any such 
networks and any family and communities can play the role of ;mtagonist. 
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The findings of this study do not support the appropriateness of unpaid, 
informal advocacy for Aboriginal people with disabilities, excluding the Citizen 
Advocacy model. The low standing of Aboriginal people in our society, 
conflicts between Aboriginal groups and family as antagonists, wou]J seem to 
make such informal advocacy problematic. This is not to say that effective 
Aboriginal, informal advocacy would not exist elsewhere or that such efforts 
could not be supported. Further work, with other groups of Aboriginal people, 
should be done on this issue. 
The situation of Aboriginal people is unique, mainly because of the 
extreme vulnerability many of them live with. Disability merely adds aoother 
layer which can become seen as relatively unimportant by Aboriginal people, 
including by those who themselves have the disabilities. 
In essence the various identified issues are not different to what disability 
advocacy agencies are used to but the Aboriginal cultural and historical 
background of deprivation and discrimination is inseparable from the disability 
issues of Aboriginal people. Some of the most vulnerable among Aboriginal 
people with a disability have lost their culture and family and their histor;' of 
this must be understood by advocates. The paradox is that other issues often 
I ·11 
overshadow disability issues but cannot be seen in isolation of each other if any 
advocacy is to be effective. 
Irnportantly, Aboriginal people with disability arc willing to use disability 
advocacy agencies and there seems no reason why advocacy agencies cou!J not 
address the barriers to their access. However, it would not be appropriate to 
merely inform Aboriginal people of the existence of disability advocacy 
agencies without addressing the additional issues that provide barriers to 
Aboriginal use of these agencies. 
Further work is needed to develop advocacy models that take the 
Aboriginal access issues into account, using the barriers identified in this study. 
The apparent suitability to Aboriginal people, of Citizen Advocacy, should be 
further investigated and improved, if possible, in the light of these findings. 
The principles and practices used by Citizen Advocacy should be explored for 
their possible adoption, entirely or in part, to other forms of advocacy, in order 
to improve their Aboriginal accessibility. Another benefit of such work may 
include a higher standard of advocacy for all vulnerable people with a disability 
as the most relevant issues have been shown to be universaL 
At the same time, care must be taken not to adopt a "one-shoe-fits-all" 
approach to any development of advocacy which has improved Aboriginal 
access. As shown, there is a difference between rural and city environments in 
how Aboriginal people view disability and there may be other differences, 
influenced by this environment fJctor. Advoe<H:Y which is ahlc to prnlt'Ct and 
advance the position llf vulnerahll' Ab11riginal pt'1lpll' with disabili1y and 
addresses societal change is neethxl. llowt•ver, an exclusive "righb" approach 
to advocacy would not suit Aboriv;inal people as they are prival<' pvoplt• who 
are reluctant to com pi<~ in. The succL'SS tlf advocacy inC<Jrporating ;\btJrigin<ll 
access, whether for new or existing advocacy efforts, depends on the flexibility 
with which the barriers arc addressed. Local need, city or rural environment, 
community energy and leadership would need careful assessment and 
development in order for trust to be created. Some time must be allowed for 
such processes to take place. 
Multiple forms of advocacy are needed to address the situation of 
Aboriginal people with disabilities, to suit local nuances in need and approach. 
Individual advocacy, Citizen Advocacy and systemic advocacy arc all relevant 
in addressing the Aboriginal disability issues. The important role systemic 
advocacy could play should not be ignored in the light of the wider and many, 
grave Aboriginal and disability issues that are conmxted to personal 
experiences and abuses. 
The definition of advocacy, adopted by this study, is especially useful to 
provide a framework in the development of advocacy with greater Aboriginal 
access. In particular its elements of "sincerely perceived interests" of the 
person with the disability; attention to conflict of interest and viglmr address 
directly some of the barriers to Aboriginal use of advocacy. Whereas advocan· 
would need a level of trust and acceptance from tlw Aboriginal community in 
order for it to work, the L•xdusive focus of advoct~cy should be ciL•<:Jrly on tht~ 
vulnerable person with disability. /\s shown in this study, family and earns 
can be the antagonist~. 
A longer-term implication of this study and any subsequent studies in 
developing Aboriginal-friendly advocacy models is the lack of adcyuate 
funding of advocacy agencies. A large potential number of Aboriginal 
advocatees could not usc existing advocacy agencies, given the same current 
resources. The larger issues of adequate funding for existing and new advocacy 
therefore, must be addressed when, or before, implementing any measures to 
increase Aboriginal access to advocacy. 
In keeping with the findings of this study, such further work must be done 
in participation with Aboriginal people and their communities. 'Ownership', 
acceptance and knowledge of disability advocacy agencies that are accessible to 
Aboriginal people may overcome distrust of yet another agency, increase the 
likelihood of informal approaches ard avoid the funding of any 'white 
elephants". 
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Appendix A. 
Draft Interview Guide 
Tlw following tlwnw,.; will Lw explnn'd. Till' guide shows some possibl{' drafl 
qul'stions undPr each tlwnw, depending on the individual's responst~s: 
Describing the individual experience of disability and impact on their lives. 
When you have a disability, sometimes it is hard to get things done for yourself 
because people forget you have needs too. Is it hard to forget about any bad 
things that have happened to you? 
Describing incidents where abuse, discrimination or exclusion occurred and 
it would have been helpful if somebody had stood by them or somebody actually 
did stand by them as an advocate. 
Can you remember some of the bad things that have happened to you? 
Would it have been good if anyone had helped you? 
Did anyone? 
Describing what it is they did in such a situation. 
What did you do to solve the problem and gel what ~Ttl wanted? 
How did you feel when you did this? 
'" 
Who lwl~wd }'<lU with this? 
Describing their understanding of nature and purpose of advocacy. 
Can you ll'll nw what advocates do? 
Describing their understanding of when advocacy is needed. 
Tell me about a time when you wished you had someone to spL•ak for you aml 
help you? 
Describing their understanding of what advocacy might be able to do. 
If you knew there were people who could assist you with problems what 
should they be doing to be useful to you? 
How would it make any difference to you in your life if you could get an 
advocate? 
Describing their experience with any advocacy agencies in Perth. 
Tell me, have you used a disability advocacy service in Perth? 
What happened when you used them? 
viii 
Describing any barriers to their use nf disability advncacy agencies in Perth. 
What SPrt of things would stop you from u~ing an advocacy ~it'rvin·? 
Some demographic questions on age, gender, disability, postcode. 
Appendix II. 
Survey questions for agencies_ 
How muny Aboriginal people contacted your agency for advocacy hl'tWt'('Jl 1~1 July 
1993 and 30th June, IY%? 
How many Aboriginal people received advocacy from your agency between -1'1 July, 
1993 and 30th June 1996? 
How do you identify Aboriginal people who access your agency? 
How many non-Aboriginal people contacted your agency for advocacy behvecn 1'1 
july, 1993 and 30" june 1996? 
How many non-Aboriginal people received advocacy from your agency between 1~1 
july, 1993 and 30" june, 1996? 
Survey questions for Perth disability advocacy agencies 
'' 
Thank you for completing this survey. I am very aware of the pressures on your time 
and therefore I genuinely appreciate your effort to participate. 
PIL-ast• USl' as many words and pagt•s as you lll'Pd to answt•r the ht•low livt• qtw~tillll'>. 
I have pmvidl'd .t stam~wd, self-addn•sst•d t•nvl'iopt• for your u.,,. in rdurning tlw 
survt•y tnnw. I'd hl' gr.lltoful for your n•sponsl' hy or lwfon• 2711 • Ft•hruary, J99H. 
Thank you again. 
Sincerely, 
Erik Leipoldt 
 
 
 
 
9<> January, 1998. 
' 
Citizen Advocacy groups may prefer the following questions 
to the standard questions. Please use these if you think them 
more appropriate. 
" 
1. How many Aboriginal people with disability, in need of a citizen advocate, Jid you 
identify and/or list h'l\vccn Jst July 1992 and 30th June, 1997? 
2. How many Aboriginal people entered into an advocacy relationship through your 
agency between Jst July, 1992 and 3Qth June 1997? 
3. How do you identify the aboriginality of people with disability who use your 
agency? 
4. How many non-Aboriginal people, in need of citizen advocacy, did you identify 
and/ or list between 1" July, 1992 and 30'" june 1997? 
5. How many non-Aboriginal people with disability entered into an advocacy 
relationship through your agency between Jst July, 1992 and 301h June, 1997? 
'" 
Letter to disability advocacv agencies 
Dear ......... , 
Advocacy research: Project title: "Australian Aboriginal people with disability 
and their use of advocacy: A phenomenological inquiry". 
I am currently researching a thesis as part of requirements for ':l Bachelor of Social 
Science (Honours) degree in Human Services at Edith Cowan University. I am 
seeking your co-operation in completing a small questionnaire. Its purpose is to 
establish some factual insight into the incidence at which Aboriginal people with 
disability may use Perth disability advocacy agencies. This information vdll then be 
used to put into context the stories of the interviewees. Their stories form the major 
part of this study, the questionnaire is the tool for a small supporting study only. 
Some seven Perth advocacy agencies will be asked to complete this questionnaire. 
The overall purpose of this research is to find why it is that Aboriginal people with 
disability appear not to be using disability advocacy agencies in Perth. This seems an 
important question as it is known that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
have higher levels of disability compared to the general population. 
Through interviews, I aim to collect the feelings, stories and thoughts about this 
directly from Aboriginal people with disability, where appropriate. I hope that what l 
)\ Ill 
find LlUI hy doing this n•search willlwlp advocal<'S and govL•rnnlt'nl fundPrs to lwt\l'r 
undL•rstand this situation, so that appnlpriah' ways <lf d11ing adV<lC<II'Y f<Jr Ah111'i)~inal 
penplt• may bt• found. 
Rt'sponses to tlw LJUt'slionnaire will be kept in a safe location for fiw y1•ars, arcl'ssible 
to the researcher only, and will then be destroyed. Records will only be used for the 
purpose of this study. You are of course at liberty to decline your co-operation ami 
should this be your decision, it would be respected with no further yuestions asked. 
Individual agencies will not be identified in the final report and any c}UOtations of 
what anybody wrote will remain anonymous. The information may be published and 
the participation of advocacy agencies will be acknowledged unless agencies indicate 
otherwise. 
I enclose the questionnaire to which I would appreciate your response by or before 
27'" February, 1998. 
\IV 
Thank Yllll tlr nmsidt•ring my rl'ljllt'st. I Wtluld bt• pll'il~l·d 1!1 disru~s with yc 1U <IllY 
furtlwr l}Ul'Stions you may haw ahuut this rt'Sl•arch. You may con lad nw on  
  
Sincerely, 
Erik Leipoldt 
 
 
9'" January, 1998 
AI'I'ENDIX D. 
Consent form 
Edith Cow,m Uni\'L'rsitv 
Facultv of Hl'alth anJ Humom Sciences 
Project title: Australian Aboriginal people with disability and their use of aJvocacy. 
Researcher: Erik Leipoldt, phone and fax (h/w)  
I am doing this research as part of a Bachelor of Social Science (Honours) degree in 
Human Services at Edith Cowan University. I also have a personal interest both 
through having experience of disability myself (I usc a wheelchair) as well as being 
involved in disability advocacy for some 15 years. 
The purpose of this research is to find why it is that Aboriginal people with disability 
appear not to be using disability advocacy agencies in Perth. This seems an important 
question as it is known that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have higher 
levels of disability compared to the general population. Through interviews, I aim to 
collect the feelings, stories and thoughts about this directly from Aboriginal people 
with disability, or from their families and carers, or service providers, where 
appropriate. I hope that what I find out by doing this research will help advocates and 
government funders to better understand this situation, so that appropriate ways of 
doing advocacy for Aboriginal people may be found. 
\VI 
lnh•rviL'Ws willldst from ollt' to two hours and it may sonwtinws lw 1wn·so..;ary In do il 
twil'L' if you haVl' mna• to S<IY or I tlt't'd totlwck sonwthing wilh you. 
All interviL'WS will be dotw wherl' you say you'd likt• to llll'l'l. providt•d I can gPlllwn· 
\Vith my wheelchair. Intervit•ws will bL• done in private and will bt~ audio l<.qwd. Yuu 
will be able to stop the tape at any lime, and ask that anything is remowd from llw 
tape. Nobody's name will be on the tape. Each tape will have a code number only. 
\Vhat is on the tapes will be typed up and these papers will also have numbers only. 
When the research has been finished, hopefully by July, 1998, the tapes will be wiped. 
Meanwhile the tapes will be kept in a safe location, where only the researcher can get 
to. No names will be used in the final report and any quotations of what anybody said 
will remain anonymous. 
\~hereas your confidentiality is protected you should note that this does not extend to 
issues of abuse and neglect, should the researcher come across any in the course of this 
study. 
TI-llS IS TO CERTIFY Til AT I, __ 
lwn•by agrL'l' to participate as a voluntL•er in tlw a how nanwd projt•cl. 
I hel'l•hy give permission to he intt>rviewed and for these interviews to be tapl• 
record<.•,,l I understand that only thL• researcher will have acc('SS to tlw data ohtaineJ, 
and that there will he no identifying evidence on any disks, cassettes and transcripts. 
also understand that the information may be published, but my name will not be 
associated with the research. 
I understand that I am free to not answer any questions. I also understand that I am 
free to withdraw my consent and terminate my participation at any time, without 
penalty, 
I have been given the opportunity to ask whatever question I desire, and all such 
questions have been answered to my satisfaction. 
Signed: 
Participant. __________ _ Date __ ; __ / __ 
Witness ___________ _ Date __ ; __ / __ 
Researcher __________ _ Date __ j __ ,J __ 
\\Ill I 
\Vitm•ss I I 
AI'PENUIX E. 
Social Role Valorization theory of wounding 
The wounds <lfl': 
I. Phvskal impairnwnt, 
2. Functional impairment, 
3. Relegation to low ("deviant") social status, 
4. Rejection, perhaps by family and neighbours, community, society and service 
workers, 
5. Distantiation: Usually via segregation and also congregation, 
6. Loss of natural, freely given relationships, and substitution of artifial 'boughten' 
ones, 
7. Discontinuity with the physical environment and objects, 
8. Social and relationship discontinuity, 
9. Loss of control, perhaps even autonomy and freedom, 
10. De-individualisation, 
11. Involuntary material poverty, 
12. Impoverishment of experience, especially that of the typical, valued world, 
"' 
13. Exclusion from knowledge of and participation in higher order value systems that 
give meaning and direction, to life and provide community, 
14. Having ones life wasted, 
15. Jeopardy of being suspected of multiple deviancies, 
16. Symbolic stigmatising, "marking", "deviancy-imaging", "branding", 
17. Brutalisation, "death making", 
I H. Awart'lll'Ss of lll'ing an ;.llil'l1 in tlw valw•d world; JWI'sondl inst•curity, [Wrlldps 
dislih· nf tlllt'sl'lf or r.lgt•, 
~tl. Rt•st•ntnwnt. haln•d nf privilq~t·d dlizt•ns, 
20. ;\w,\rt•m•ss of lwing a snurn• of anguish to thost' who lovt• onP. 
" 
X.\1 
AI'I'!;NDIX 1'. 
A labll•, showing some charat:ll'ristics of participants as group data. 
Characteristics of participants 
Gender: M:6 F::1 
Age: 25-:111:1 311-:15: 4 50.611:3 oll-n5:1 
Disability: spinal injury: 4 
multiple disability: 2 
intellectual disability: 2 
brain damage: 1 
Health 
conditions: diabetes: 2 
asthma: 2 
collapsed lungs: 1 
Education: Some years primary 
school only: 1 
Primary school plus 
some high school: 4 
Special Education 2 
Completed high school: 2 
Employed: none 
Income: all on Disability Support Pension 
Tribe: Nyoongar: 5 
Yarnagee: 1 
Strelley /Nyanga I 
Wongi 2 
From: Wheat belt: 3 
South West: I 
North West: I 
Kalgoorlie: I 
Midland: I 
Perth: 2 
